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(Continued on Page Four)
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night, and, througn the
school week, know where they are
when awap and insist they be In bed
at a reasonable hour. And keep your
Saturday

at
fdrl from gadding the streets
night. More than one girl has headed straight for hell on a summer
night, from the steps of a church on
a side street in a little country town.

EDITOR

Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
You can do so by ridding yourself
of the cause. Weak and inactive kid
neys allow uric acid poisons to remain In the blood and rheumatic
pains swollen and aching joints fol
Entered it the posloffiee at Last low. Take Foley's Kidney Pills to ease
New Me: ico, for trans you of the pain and torment. They
Las
will positively and permanently build
mission through the DUted States up the kidneys, restore
their normal
mails as second class matter.
action and keep the urio acid crystals
out of the blood and body. Try them.
O. G. Schaefe.r and Red Cross Drug
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Store. Adv.
Dally, by Carrier
05
far Copy
JB
One Week
65
One Month
17.50
One Year
Daily, by Mall
$6.00
One Year
3.00
Blx Months

29
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ANY WOMAN WHO WEARS
y

'

AYS

5 WOOLTEX GARMENTS
WILL BE STYLISHLY ATTIRED

SAYS THIS BODY SHOULD INVESTIGATE AND THEN REPORT
TO CONGRESS

It has been said that "clothes make the man." It is certainly true that Wool-tecoats and suits make stylish women. .Simple in their lines and drapery, Wooltex
garments are exceedingly smart and possess a distinct individuality unattainable in
the average coat or suit.
x

The accompanying article, written
by A. L. WCstgard, vice president and
director of the transcontinental highof the National Highways
ways

'

Every garment is strictly hand tailored from pure wool fabrics the best of linings and inner linings are used and all are perfectly finished in every detail that is
why Wooltex garments look well, wear well and reta;n their shape why they possess
that indefinable quality which places the wearers of Wooltex to the front in every
assemblage of well dressed women.

association, shows the exact purthe
Mr.
pose of
organization.
Westgard, accompanied by Mrs. West-gar!f;S
and H. J. Orr, driver of their
automobile left Las Vegas yesterday
morning for Albuquerque. He will reCome in and let us show you these beautiful garments-convince- d try them on and be
main in that city only a short time
will
on
then
continue
his
of their superiority.
and
journey
to the coast. Mr. Westgard has entitled his article "Good Roads Everywhere." He says :
The National Highways association
CopyricM 1911
estimates that more than $25,000,000,-00Co.
by TLc H. r
C'opyn'alit 171?
i
by The H. Black Co.
will be spent in the next 25 years
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
VeMfLonding Storo
on the 2,300,000 miles of highways
GROWER
2.00
in the United States. The wise exOne Year
'..
I
penditure of this vast sum, is of paraSix Months
M I N C3
ARBITERS WHO WILL PICK THE
mount importance to the 100,000,000
WATCH FOR DATE
WINNERS IN VARIOUS DEWATCH FOR DATE
inhabitants.
The purpose of the
Established 1862
PARTMENTS
NAMED
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscripassciation is, to promote discussion,
tions.)
disseminate knowledge, and assist as
The judges for the various depart to the
Rem:t by draft, check or money or
best development of these highder. If sent otherwise we will not ments of the San Miguel county fair
The association believes the
ways.
have been chosen with the exception most beneficent results will he obtainfee responsible for loss.
of the sport arbiters. These judges
The highways of the United States biles in the United States. If they the, entire
Specimen copies free on
ed by first securing the creation ot
building at 18 Old Slip. Oregon Kid of Portland, Ore,, and x
will be chosen either today or tohave
a mileage 10 times the length of average 25 miles a day for 300 work- New York City.
a "National Highways Commission"
number of other boats.
morrow by the sports committee.
our steam railroads. They carry 200 ing days we get a mileage of
by the passage by congress of a bill
Those selected to judge the other
or more times the passenger traffic
Yellow complexion, pimples and disper annum. At 15 cents a
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT
When the bowels feel uncomfort
creating such, a commission in the
are:
exhibits
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
belief that a proper investigation by The average desity is therefor more mile operating expenses the total ex- figuring blemishes on the face or able and you miss the exhilarating
the liver, which Is torpid. HERBINE feeling that always follows a copious
Grains A. H. Gerard, N. S. Belden
PAID FOR
a properly constituted commission will than 20 time3 greater on our high- ceeds $1,000,000,000 a year. A goodly
!ody can be gotten rid of by doctoring morning operation, a dose of HERand S. F. Hemler.
sum.
than
on our railroads. NationWill not good roads save 10 is
result in the building and permanent ways
a powerful liver corectant. It puri- BINE will set you right In a couple
John
Onion,
Vegetables Perry
maintenance by the national govern- al highways would incease land values per cent of this? We think more. fies the system, stimulates the vital of hours. If taken at bedtime you
Advertisers are guaranteed the Thornhill and S. L. Barker.
This means not less than $100,000,000 organs and puts the body In fine
$600,000,000.
get its beneficial effect after breakment of approximately 50,000 miles adjacent thereto over
uirgest daily and weekly circulation
Fruits J. H. Stearns, J. A. Baca of
condition. Price 50c. Sold by fast next day. Price 50c. Sold by
would reduce the cost of hauling per annum saving.
They
the
United
highways throughout
if any newspaper In northern New
Central Drug Co. Adv.
Central Drdg Co. Adv.
and John H. York.
There are more than 27,000,000
oiuies as a great system of national the 2,500,000,00 or more tons which
M exico.
Z.
Products
and
Dairy
over
Poultry
not
them
pass
horse-draw10
less
n
than
horses
by
and
mules, 4,008,000
highways; and as a result tnereof
BENNETT
CUP AVIATION
RACE
Swellings of Jhe flesh caused by In.
W. Montague, Ed Lewis and C. W.
vehicles, 2,000,000
the nation, through the states, will per cent or $250,000,000.' In the face
bicycles,
Rheims. France, Sept. 29. Thou- flammatlon. cold, fractures of the- Wesner.
TELEPHONES
secure at the earliest possible date of such facts can anyone advance a 100,000 motorcycles, and 1,000,000 au- sands of visitors from all sections of bone, toothache, neuralgia or rheuMinerals Margarito Romero, J. A.
business Office
Main 2
the building of good roads everywhere sound argument against our national tomobiles in the United States. These France and from many European matism can be relieved by applying:
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
It
News Department
Main 9 Baker and Thomas Hayward.
as the distributing and collecting government building and maintaining are valued at more than $5,000,000,-000- . countries and a large number of should be well rubbed in over
the part
Live Stock Secundino Romero, J.
a
of
system
national
If from good roads only 10 per Americans are assembled at the fa- affected. Its great healing and pene
highways? They
medium for the traffic of national
H. Kelley and S. L. Fisher.
use and benefit will be used by all. They will be cent in depreciation per annum were mous aviation field at Bethenay, near trating power eases the pain, reduces
the
and
for
highways
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1913.
Womans' Work Mrs. Charles
of all the people of the nation. Their paid for by every one of us. They saved it would amount to the enor- Rheims, where the great aviation race swelling and restores natural condi
Mrs. W. J. Fugate and Mrs.
tions.
50c
Price
will be free to all of us. They win mous sum of $500,000,000
demand is:
every year. for the Gordon Bennett cup Is to be bottle. Sold 25c, Centraland $1.00 Co.per
by
Jefferson Rajyiolds.
Drug
be
of untold, daily advantage to us. How long would it take us to give held
A FEW REMARKS
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"National Highways in the length
last year was Adv.
today.
Dors Thomas Smith, Ben Strick- If
ft
were
wise
the
for
government to our great country good roads, from won by Vedrine, a French aviator,
and breadth of these United States
mo enrollment in the Toronto fadden and Matt Arnott.
Subscribe for The Optlo.
will secure the help build railroads for the benefit north to south and east to west of who averaged 114 miles an hour. It
ot
which
America,
It will be necessary that at least
of a few, how much wiser to build such savings"?
is confidently expected that this recscnoois this fall Is gratifying; but too
benefits
moral,
social,
commercial,
two competing exhibits be entered
many iboys and girls are out of schol
We want market roads. We want ord will be surpassed at today's meet.
educational and national highways for the benefit of
in each class before a prize can be industrial, material,
us all.
0 COPAS4
who should be in school,
in
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roads
both in
and
from farm to railroad. How are
personal
uplift
progress
awarded. Premiums will be paid by
Good roads have a moral, civic and we
.Toronto and in nearly every town of
Can't
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follow
to Have Kidney Trouble
get them? We all wanted
.....
as soon as possible ,af of the American people which
lis size In the state, says E. E. Kel the secretary
in the train of easy 'and free inter- educational valu which 'cannot be1 branch railroads first. Did we get canNo man with a familv to minnort
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centers
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Adenoids are a Menace to Children
distribution, and the great productive
apd reliable, cost-inlittle but doing much good, Foley
or because really needed to help make
Adenoid: result from a succession areas of the nation," and which will who should attend school. Why don't the reversal of this law he will die
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Everything. "Give a dog a bad name restore normal action of kidneys and
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reformatories' at Mansfield, O., Con
cord, Mass., and Rahway, N J.
A
In recent years Germany haB devereform
excellent
several
loped
schools for boys and girls, largely upAN
on American models and the German
opinion of the George Junion Republic, Industry and Hudson and Bedford
reformatories in New York will therefore be interesting.' Other reform
schools that will be visited are the
AND PAID FOR"
TO St. Charles school for boys and the "BOUGHT
TAINS
MUCH FOOD FOR
and
Lancaster
at
Shirley,
schools
REFLECTION
West boro ,in Massachusetts. ,

CORRIDON

HIS

APPEAL FOR

EVERYBODY

PRSO

my failure to my unlimited faith In

PLAY THAT HAS

VISIT

AMERICAN

THREE

HERO OF HOME TOWN

Logansport, Ind., Sept 29. The
schools are closed today and business to a great extent suspended In
this city in honor of Johnny Corridon,
infielder of the Cubs, who came to
his home town to give his friends,
especially the youngsters who worIS
ship him as a hero, a chance to see
him play with hia team. The game
was arranged as a compliment to
CONthe great infielder and Johnny CorKAISER SENDS COMMISSION
ridon is the central figure of the most
STUDY THE PENAL IN- enthusiastic demonstrations of pride
ST1TUTIONS
and admiration on the part of the
who
can
William
A.
WOMEN
TO
always
Brady,
29.
citizens,
young and old.
the
SIGNALS
Among
DANGER
Washington, Sept.
back- be relied upon for the best, is sendcalled
one
physician
Vicwhat
Is
steamer
on
board
the
7assengers
nervousness and the ing us "Bought and Paid For," by
toria Louise, which sailed from Ham- ache, headache,
WHAT'S INDIGESTION?
sout of ten they
case
nine
In
blues.
de- theatrical world as the most interest-- ;
burg today bound tor New York, are are
symptoms of some female
four German officials appointed by rangement or an inflamatory, ulcera- ing work from this author's pen. It i
VIIO CARES? LISTEN!
the German government as commis- tive condition, curable by taking Ly-di- a seems 'to be alike a man's play and
sioners to study American prisons.
Vegetable Com- a woman's play, appealing with pretE. Pinkham's
American-womety nearly equal force to both sexes. "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" MAKES SOUR,
of
GerThe four commissioners of the
pound. Thousands
Most women believe that they would
to
its
GASSY STOMACH FEEL FINE
testify
man government are Privy Councilwillingly
do as Virginia Stafford does when
AT ONCE
lor Plaschke of Berlin and Schlosser
her millionaire husband comes home
of Wabern; Superintendent of Priswith champagne and
BANKERS ON TRIAL
rromeo
-ons Hiekmann of Werl and Reformat
Time it!. In five minutes all stomrwrii-'wr.Th.?
caresses
his
i.asi
forces
29.
upon her. On the ach distress will go. No
Columbia, C, Sept.
tory Superintendent Rempis of Wabindigestion,
other hand, most men think that
ern. They are expected to arrive in against Elmer ju I'tuvieaut
sourness or belching of
heartburn,
of the Sec- while in Robert Stafford's place they
gas, acid or eructations of undigested
New York about October 9 and make l aiis. farmer pi cedents dnci.i-.al- i
would never submit to flat dictation
of
WuV
no dizziness, bloating, foul
tour under the direction ond National
food,
a 2,000-mil- e
counts in on the ' point of swearing off cham- breath or heaadche.
7.ro were indicts en 23
of Orlando F. Lewis the generaly
financial trou- pagne forever. Thus there is someof the Prison Association of connection with the
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its
caller for trial thing for most married couples (and
was
in regulating upset stomachs.
New York, who was asked by the bles of that bank,
speed
of the Uni- some intending marriage) to discuss
It is the surest, quickest and most
German' government to arrange the It- today before Judge Sater
ted States district court. A venire over the supper table after the per- certain indigestion remedy in the
inerary.
for
of SO jurors was drawn from which formance, and discussion is good
whole world, and besides it is harmAccording to the plans arranged ly
mind. The play has been one of
the
selected.
be
will
the
less.
jury
Mr. Lewis the German commission-erthe pronounced successes of the past
Millions of men and women now
will visit the Bedford reformatory
at
15
DEATH two seasons, playing for
months
PROBE SULLIVAN'S
TO
eat
their favorite foods without fear
on
the
for women under his guidance
the Playhouse, New York City; six
New York, Sept. 29. A large
know Pape's Diapepsin will save
they
York.
New
in
their
arrival
after
day
;hpAn fliimmonmonths at the Princess Theater, Chi
uer
wiiuraoca
oi
ui.v
from any stomach misery.
them
On October tl they will inspect the
cd to testify at the inquest into the Vago, and over six months at the
for your sake, get a large
Please,
at
New Jersey
state reformatory
death of Representative Timothy D. New Theater, London, England. It is
case of Pape's Diapepsin from
tLe
N.
on
and
following
J.,
Rahway,
Sullivan, known throughout the city being brought here by ,a company any drug store and put your stomach
'Cay, October 12, tiny are to leave New
as "Big Tim", which, was begun by which everywhere this season has right.
Don't keep on being miserYork for Indianapolis, where they
j
Coroner Healy today. Mr. Sullivan been greeted by big houses and giv able life is too short you are not
Avill tttend the American Prison con
had been suffering for about a year ing great pleasure.
here long, so make your stay agreeres.
"Bought and Paid For" will be able. Eat what you like and digest
with some mental disease which made
Unless some changes are made hi him
mentally irresponsible and after played at .the Duncan opera house it; enjoy it, without dread of rebelthe program the German commissionhaving been kept In a sanatorium for Thursday night.
lion in the stomach.
ers will see Sing Sing on October 27 some time his brother, with an atPape's Diapepsin belongs in your
and then Great Meadow. After visiting
ALABAMA STATE EXPOSITION
tendant, took the patient to Europe
home
anway. Should one of the famNew England prisons, Boston and
Ala, Sept. 20. The
Mongomery,
in the hope that the trip would beneat
something which don't agree
ily
Washington, where they will meet efit his condition. After their return annual Alabama state exposition
or in case of an attack of
with
them,
President Wilson, it is expected, the this
summer, Mr. Sullivan seemed to opened heer today with a large and indigestion, dyspeupsia, gastritis or
commissioners will return to New be somewhat
improved, but one day interesting display and a large at; stomach derangement at daytime or
York to sail hence for Germany on he
under peculiar cir- tendance. Among the numerous edu- during the night, it is handy to give
disappeared
November 7. The prisons which the cumstances and
nothing was seen or cational features of the exposition the quickest, surest relief known.
German officials are likely to consid- heard of him in
spite of the most are the exhibits arranged by the Adv.
er important as representing types,
until his mangled Southern Railway, the Mobile and
search,
thorough
are Sing Sing, Auburn and Great
and
FAIR OPENED
body was found at a railroad crossing Ohio, Cincinnati, New Orleans
OREGON STATE
Meadow, in the state of New York; in the Bronx
Great
Alabama
the
Texas
Pacific,
Persistent
borough.
Salem, Ore., Sept. 20 Oregon s an(he Indiana state prison at Michigan rumors that "Big Tim" had been foul- Southern and several other southern nual State fair, larger and better than
made ever before, with a more interesting
City, the Illinois state prison at
ly dealt with and that after he had railroads. These exhibits are
and the Massachusetts state pri- been murdered had been placed upon with a view of bettering farming conprogram of instructive and entertainson at Charlestown, Mass. In' study- the railroad
induced District ditions in the south and dally
.rack,
ing features, a finer display of cattle,
will be given of the horses, sheep and fowls and a more
ing American reformatories they will Attorney Whitman to start an Invesprobably spend two days at Eltnira, tigation and it was decided to hold most scientific methods for doing the remarkable exhibition of agricultural
N. Y., and will not particularly the an
work required on a modern farm
products and methods of the state,
inquestopened here today under the most
favorable auspices. Today, being the
opening day, Is set aside for children
and there are many especial features
of Interest to the younger generation.
A eugenics and child welfare exposii
tion, to last all day, has been arrangA London Physician says:
ed' and there will be lectures on child
welfare and eugenics. The annual race
When a distinguished scientist like Dr. Newsholme, of the
meeting will begin in the afternoon
Local Government Board, warns us that we are ageing premaand will continue every afternoon
turely as the result of the strain modern life throws on our
through the fair.
'
hearts and arteries, it is worth thinking what can be done to
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UNLIMITED

FAITH

By GEORGE GREEN.

They called Dick Wlnfleld "Candy"
at school, because he was so easily
taken In. Since to tell a He was some
thing impossible to him, even if he had
had the will, he believed in everybody else. When he left school he
went Into a newspaper office.
In one way his curious trait was
advantageous to him. Because he be
lieved everything that was told h6
made a good reporter, his interest and
enthusiasm going out to all sorts oi
persons. But after all one must have
discrimination in any line of enter
prise. Dick held an Imaginary interview with an imaginary trust magnate
who was being impersonated by an
imaginary secretary really a business rival; the paper became involved
in a libel suit which was terminated
by a ridiculous apology, and Dick was
dropped.
He held several positions after that,
but none very long. He wanted a permanent post badly, because he was engaged to the sweetest girl in the world
Sylvia Carrick. He believed in hei
as he did in everybody else, and Sylvia and he were to be married just as
soon as Dick began to prosper. At this
time he was working as a life insurance agent, in which his faculty oi
faith ehould have proved serviceable.
But this was tod precarious, for nearly everybody in his town 1.91 been in
sured or else refused to be. They
could never marry on what he was

making.
"Sylvia," said Dick one evening, with
beaming eyes, "I have found the way

Do you know that one hundred dollars in blackberry lands in the
northeast,' insures a permanent income
of $4,000 a year after two years?"
"O, Dick!" said Sylvia reproachfully.
"But I can prove it to you, because
it is all down here in black and white,"
eaid Dick, producing a printed pamph
let as long as his arm.
Dick left the following month fol
the barrens of Maine, and, thre
months later, sold out for $50 to Invest
in a gold mine in Mexico. It was said
to bo the most wonderful thing that
had ever been found and guaranteed
unlimited profits to those willing tc

at last
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Warding Off "Old Age"

;

stop this health wastage.
Dr. H. Strauss, of Vienna, in a recent number of the
"British Medical Journal,'' makes the timely suggestion that
much can be done to retard this premature wear and tear by
paying a little ordinary attention to the diet.
The man whose heart or blood vessels begin to show signs
of not being as young as they used to be should, for example, be
very chary with his meaty foods. Two and and a half to three
and a half ounces of meat a day Dr. Strauss considers quite
sufficient.
'
More important than what one eats, however, is what one
drinks. Alcoholic stimulants of all kinds tend to burden the
heart and blood vessels by making them work overtime, which
of course increases the wear and tear. But it isn't only alcoholic stimulants Dr. Strauss inveighs against. Caffeine (the
powerful drug contained in tea and coffee,) this distinguished
scientist points dut, is also a powerful heart irritant. Every
time one takes a cup of these beverages the caffeine in it encourages one's heart to do extra work which is practically always
quite uncalled for, and therefore is an utter waste both of energy
'
and heart muscle.
In these days when the strain of modern competition and
mental work keeps one's heart constantly working
at high pressure (thereby tending to produce premature wearing out) anything which can possibly add to the work thrown
on the heart ought to be strenously avoided. Caffeine the
powerful heart irritant contained both in coffee and tea is one
of these substances.
It is to meet the growing demand for a caff
delicious and as appetizing as tea or coffee, that Postum was
invented. Made from the finest 'wheat,
,
'

AMERNCAN ROAD CONGRESS

"

r
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-

'
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,

'

POSTUM
looks like coffee, has a somewhat similar pleasant aromatic
odor and a delicious flavor, and, best of all, is absolutely free
from caffeine and other poisonous drugs.

Postum comes in two forms:

Regular Postum must be well boiled.
Instant Postum is a soluble powder. A teaspoonful

dissolves quickly"in a
hot water and with the addition of cream and sugar, makes a delicious
beverage instantly.
cup of

x

"There's a Reason"

Detroit, Mich., Sept. 29. The third
American Road congress, held under
the auspices of the American Highway association, the American Automobile assqciation and the Michigan
State Good roads association, was called to order here this morning at the
Wayne Gardens by Logan Wallace
Page, the president of the congress.
There were addresses by Woodbridge
N. Ferris, governor of Michigan; Oscar B. Marx, mayor of Detroit; President Page, Laurense Enos, presidt-n-t
of the American Automobile associa
tion and others.
Among the delegates in attendance
at the congress which is by far the
largest ever held in this country, are,
representatives of 30 states of the
union, delegates representing scores
of organizations Interested In the subject of good roads, representatives of
the federal government, of the American Bar association, the American
Bankers' association, the Travelers'
Protective association, the National
Association of Road Machinery and
Material Manufacturers and many
,
others.
President Wilson, who is greatly interested in the good roads movement,
has written a special address for this
occasion, which will be read to the
The day sessions of the
congreps.
which
will close on October
congress,
Gar4, will be held at the Wayne
and
sessions
dens, while the evening
the special meetings of the various
associations represented by delegates
Ponchar-traiwill be held at the Hotel
and at other hotels.
In connection with the congress an
exunusually large and interesting
hibition of road machinery and materials is held, which la attracting considerable attention. Among the deleas
gates to the convention as well
is well
among the exhibitors Canada
n

represented.

One of the Most Startled Men In the
World.

invest before the rush for shares.
These, by the way, were offered at five
cents apiece, but the price was to be
raised arbitrarily to ten at the end ol
the month. Dick purchased one thousand shares with his fifty dollars and
beat his way southward by freight.
He suspected by this time that he
was not destined to be a successful
business man. But that his failure
was due to hie unlimited faith In human nature had not occurred to him.
And he did not care much anyway, be
cause in his coat pocket there lay a
letter from Sylvia, and the much read
and badly frayed text ran:
"I shall always beljeve in you and
love you, Dick, and I shall always wait
for you, even for twenty years."
When, four months later, Mr, Alfred
Smith, who bad other baptismal and
family names, encountered a ragged
tramp at the door of his Mexican
shack, he was one of the most startled
men In the world. Mr. Smith had received Dick's fifty dollars at his office
in St. Louie, although he had no recollection of it, and had spent it the same
day on a little dinner. Unfortunately
a post office fraud order had cut off his
mails, with thousands in the envelopes
and Mr. Smith had beaten a hasty retreat to Mexico, selecting the mining
ground for the reason that he could
think of no more inaccessible place.
He wondered whether Dick meant
to kill him, but when Dick accepted
his explanation immediately he was
raoved with sudden anger.
"Gawd, what a boob you are!" he
said. "That's what makes criminate
of men suckers like you that bite at
everything. The mine was a fake.
There isn't no gold, and never was. I
wanted the money, that's all."
"You mean that you have deceived
me?" inquired Dick in amazement
"You are a common criminal?"
"Yep. Now what are you going to
do?" asked Mr. Smith.
Dick thought a while. ",The trouble
Is," he said, "I am partly responsible,
because I recommended a friend of
mine to buy some shares."
"Gimme his name," eaid Mr. Smith
"I want to put him second on my
sucker list. You head It."
"I understand," said Dick, later, aft
er the conversation had processed
along these lines, "that you attribute

lit

0L0

everybody."
STAT
"Sure thing," Bald Mr. Smith. "Take
a straight tip, young man, and don't
believe in nobody. Here, take this
land. I've made ten thousand out of
Counit and the United States government's Has Been an Independent
got a hundred thousand more that's
try Since Year 1001.
rightly mine, only they got wise too
soon. Take it as a gift from Al Smith,
as the prize for being the bigstst suck- Is a Beautiful Land of Immense Ender in the United States."
less Plains, Great Rivers, Lovely
"It looks as if there might be gold
Lakes Deep Forests and Moat
here," said . Dick thoughtfully. "1
Magnificent Mountains.
to
to
is
work it
think It
my duty
try
until I can get enough out of it to pay
London. Although tourists in Hun'
back my friend the money he lost in
have discovered mineral springs
gary
swindle.
it
your
Suppose you convey
to me and take half the profits after- and baths whose waters contain Btedi
' cinal properties, they have not yet In--1
ward."
"I'll give you the land and all the vaded the charming country dietrictaJ
from the fashionable hotels
Not
profits," said Mr. Smith. "I get my and far
are queer, quaint litsanitariums,
out
of the pockets
gold ready coined,
never
tle
Been by travelers frit
villages
of suckers. Young feller," he added
the beaten path.
impressively, "there's nothing under
It is a beautiful country of im menus
this, land but lava rock, and you'd
never find gold in lava in a million endless plains, great rivers, lovely
and magnificent;
lakes, deep forest
years."
That was the origin of the discovery mountains. Since 1001 it has been am
of the famous Alfalfa gold mine, the Independent sovereign state and Ot
over which at present hiaf
history of which Is too well known to kingdom,
the
Emperor Frans Joseph.,
majesty,
require retelling. In two years Dick le
king. His subjects include 9,000,00
had not only made a million, but ho
who ocpaid back all the investors in Mr. Magyars, light and handsome,
Smith's enterprise, which was a re- cupy the fertile platns; 5,000,000 Slav
in the outlying districts and Croatia;
markable thing for such a hard-fisteRoumani-- j
5,000,000
man to do.
President Wlnfleld was famous as ms on the hills and mountains; 2,000,-5Germans on the edges of the Car- -'
the hardest and most incredulous man
and Transylvania; 1,000,000)
pathians
bewith whom one had dealings. He
lieved In no man's word, and least of nixed races, a large part of which are
all in printed matter. "Candy" Win-fiel- jypsies or Jews.
There is plenty of room everywhere
had learned his lesson In the
its far apart A cburca,'
Bchool of experience. He seemed to ind everything
a
rows of neat little;
and
few
in
Inn,,
have grown a protective coat of armor-platlouses make up the villages. Some off
scepticism.
Three years after his interview with :he very best residences are surround-- '
sd by specious grounds and a high-- ;
Mr. Smith President Wlnfleld was travfence. ManyVif the cottages are,
spiked
eling northward In a private car. A
ochre and have,
sudden weariness of life bad com? painted in pale yellow
roofs of brownish-gra- y
tiles. A blue
over him.
band about two feet wide is painted
said
he
"Heigho,"
wearily, "I wish
I coifld believe in something again." wound it Just below the eves, and is
And something in the depths of his stencilled by the women with red and
jrange fruit and flowers. A narrower;
consciousness answered "Sylvia."
"If I could believe in Sylvia I think 1 plain blue stripe surrounds the bottom!
af the walls.
This color denotes that;
could believe in everything once
the occupants are of Slavonic descent!
He had not
more," he soliloquized.
written to her since his journey to Gypsies use yellow instead of blue.
The gable end of the house Is usualMexico. The shock of the awakening
ly next to the road, and stretches back
had involved her with the general a
long distance into a yard, where
crashing down of his ideals.
is a draw-welIn a small arch
"I'm going to see Sylvia," said Dick, there
over
a pic- -'
and got out at the next station. Two ture ofthe doorway may be seencustom-,
not
is
Madonna.
the
It
days later a special train pulled him ary to knock before
anyi
entering
into hie home town. He hired a taxi-ca- house or
contain!
and half an hour later he was sit- so much room, and all doors
that there la very litttet
glass
In
ting
Sylvia's parlor.
even in bed chambers.
He had often speculated upon what privacy
The
small
homes are immaculately;
he would do If he ever met Sylvia, and clean
and neat and there Is usually a
now she was standing before him,
d
stove. Tablee, chairs and
tears of happiness in her eyes, and the green-tileboxes are richly carved in old native
poor ring he had given her gleaming
Strips of handsomely em
upon her finger. And she had not designs.
broidered linen done In indigo bH rr
changed in the least.
paprika red, often hang from the a fe"Dick," she cried tremulously, and ars
or on the walls. The towns a
fell into his arms. And then all the
at night by watchmen w": ,
protective coat of scepticism suddenly
began to melt away, and the past
seemed like a dream.
"I knew you would come back," she
said. "If you had been dead some
thing would have told me, Dick."
"You never heard of me!" exclaimed
Dick in amazement.
"But you didn't write, Dick. I knew,
though, that you were too proud. You
thought that it was not fair to me to
hold me to our engagement But I
had faith in you and I knew that you
would never forget and that some day
when you were rich you would come
to me. Are you not rich, Dick?"
Then his scepticism rose for a mo1
ment within him. But when he looked
si ,
i
into Slyvia's happy eyes he knew
that she could not lie. How should a
girl in far away Neopolls have heard
of the owner of the Alfalfa mine, or,
having heard of it, identify that Win-fielwith him?
"Yea, I am rich, Sylvia," he answered grimly. "But Sylvia, I must
tell you this. There came a time In
Typical Hungarian Village.
my life when I ceased to believe In
even
I
And
in
wanted
you.
anything,
sbliged constantly to blow a long, low,
to believe in you, wanted to desperate oote to prove beyond doubt that they"
1
ly. So I came back to see. And
ire not asleep!
thought I had learned my lesson, but 1 Everybody dresses elaborately In a,
know now that we may disbelieve in riot of vivid colors, the different
es
the whole world and remain good men,
clinging to different styles.;
but we may never disbelieve In the Peaeant women of A gram wear snowy"
woman we love and keep our souls linen made with many pleats; jackets
Will you give me back my soul, Syl- and sleeves are richly embroidered ta,
via?"
red and orange; purple line drapes the
(Copyright, ISIS, by W. G. Chapman.)
head. In Zsdjar bodices are oraa
nented with broad bands of gold ari
TALES OF THE UNEXPECTED ilver embroidery; sleeves
being of
white linen with crimson at tlio
Anecdotes Depart Somewhat From shoulders. Girls go bareheaded with
the Conventional, but Are Not
hair oiled down tight and flat
to the back of the head is a
Necessarily Untrue.
to-colored
saeh which separates,
A city man hunting in the country Into three streamers that pass beneath
crawled through a dense hedge, drag- the waist band and reach to the knees.,
ging his gun fully cocked behind him On their feet are block
wi&
by the muzzle. The weapon was not fancy heels.
discharged. (He had forgotten to
load it)
GIRL GIVES LIFE FOR KiTTEJi
A small boy remained In the parlor during an entire evening while Young Child Killed In Front of Street
company was present and was proudCar When Brushing Pet to
The
ly shown off by his parents.
Safety.
boy did not recite. (He was deaf
and dumb.)
New York. In a desperate enA Kansas City housewife attempt- deavor to save a small kitten
ed to clean a gown with gasoline near had wandered on the car tracks ta,
a gas stove, two burners of which Front street Brooklyn, from being rtm,
were wide open. The gown was clean- down by a Fifth avenue trolley car.
ed beautifully. (There is no gas in Tessie Calabra, five years old, of &
Kansas City to explode.)
Front street ran In front of tie cur.
A maidenly lady who had waited brushed the animal aside and w
i
long for a proposal had her patience self run over instantly killed.
rewarded at last She did not accept
Iris
Tessie and other little
with thanks. (The poor thing swoon- playing in front of her home
-i
ed and did not revive until much wa- eral kittens which, were born r
ter had been splashed on the furni- to the Calabra family cat. O i f i
ture.)
little animals jumped out cf 7
An unusually intelligent
i
parrot lap, ran Into the street and
hanging In its cage on the front porch in front of a car. V. '.'bt-L- t a r
turned Its head quickly when the hesitation Tes '..
v
1
- :
1
new minister came up the walk. The crtoa of her cotr; n- '
bird then shouted In a clear tenor feet and ran into C'
vvoice: "PraiBe the Lord!
i
t
(The par- pet Hie car, w5.i
rot's previous owner had been a Sal- hlga rate of fr" 1.
i '
vation Army exhorter.) Kansas City for ete eon1 1
'i t - '
Star.
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Old Time Relics That Remind One
of Holland.

LIST
Ancient Structures Stay on the Jcb
in Spite of Their Advanced Age

BOLD, BAD MAN MAKES SUCCESSFUL RAID ON ALBUQUERQUE

HOTELS

from

(Continued

the house will have disposed of the
'

report.--

Albuquerque,

No More Like Them In
United States.

Page One)

N. M., Sept. 29.

Bur-

glars early yesterday morning entered
three hotels and rifled guests' trousers for about $20 and two watches.
The hotels entered are the Grand Central, Second street and Central aveWest Central
nue; the Palms, 215
avenue, and the Overland, 309 West
"
Central avenue. .
They made the richest haul at the
Palms hotel where they entered
rooms, getting two watches and from
$12 to $14. W. C. Carr and G. Griffith lost the watches. W. C. Hurt,
passenger conductor, lost $6.50 which
he had in his trousers pockets, Hurt
had placed his'vest under his pillow,
containing about $10, and this was
not taken.
Not one of the men whose rooms
were entered was awakened.
The
burglars simply went into the rooms,
took their trousers and departed.
They searched the trousers in the
hall and left each pair of trousers before the owner's door. They entered
the room occupied by a student at the
Albuquerque Business college, who
came here recently from Winslow,
Ariz, and took 10 cents, from his
pants.
The same method was followed at
the Grand Central and Overland, indicating that the same men entered
all three hotels. They got $1.S0 from
one roomer at the Grand Central and
Two rooms were
$3 at the. Overland.
enured at the former place, but from
one they obtained nothing.
Operations evidently were not
gun by the burglars until early yesterday morning. At least they did not
Teach the Ualms until after 3 o'clock
One of the railroad men
room
was entered had not retired until that
hour. Two men slept in one of the
rooms entered at the Palms butneith-- f
was aware of the presence of the
burglars in their room until they
awakened early yesterday morning
and foiind that their trousers we're

Two hours a side fore debate was
the best house republican leaders
hoped for, with a probability that the
cotton future amendment would con
sume as much more. Immediately af
ter adjournment Representative Payne
acting republican leader, with the
latest print of the bill in his posses
sion, began a systematic inquiry into
its vital parts. He probably will
make the principal speech In opposi
tion to the adoption of the report,
With an answer from Mr. Underwood,
the debate is expected to become
short and sharp.
Mombers of the house were caution
ed by Mr. Underwood today apt to
leave Washington before Thursday.
He told Inquirers that he expected
the senate to act on the report by
that time. Its adoption by both
houses will see a great exodus of
members of the house from' the capl-toscores of whom don't expect to
return for several weeks.
l,

OPTION WILL EXPIRE

SALT

LAKE COMPANY

CEPT IRRIGATION

"Is this Holland?" asked
boy from New York of
hie mother as be saw an old windmill
on, Cape Cod when he alighted from
the train. vt
And well he might ask this question,
as these mills, now valuable landmarks, remind one of scenes in Hollandthe awkward-lookinsquare
boxes supported from the ground by
means of posts with great fans connected with their tops.
One of the greatest spectacles on
Cape Cod is its old mills. There are
only a very few of these; they are
not found in every village, by any
means. A canvass shows that there are
only a mere half dozen on the cape;
but there are no more like them in the
United States.
Years ago these structures were
built for the purpose of grinding corn
into meal, or pumping salt water Into
wooden vats to manufacture ealt by
evaporation. Although the salt works
disappeared many years ago, and most
of the mills cannot be used for grinding grain, they are worth more in their
present state than at the time they
were built. Summer residents, for the
most part, have bought these mills and
had them removed to secluded spots,
where they will be free from devastation.
There are mills in the villages of
Harwichport, Brewster, Chatham,
and Dennis, and one on
Nantucket island.
The oldest is at Harwichport, and is
known as "Baker's mill." This one is
said to have been built in 1690. There
are only a very few shingles on its
walls at present, and to the casual
visitor it looks only good for kindling
New York.

a

Two Hours' Debate

UN OCTOBER

the

FIRST
MUST

AC-

PROJECT

BEFORE THAT DATE

w

g

wood.

At Brewster there is one of these
Tomorrow is the last day of life of mills which is still in good
working orthe option held by the ational Trust der. Its owner, Henry Hopkins, a blackand Savings company of Salt Lake smith, does a great portion of his work
City upon the contract for the com- with it. He saws all his fire wood with
in large quan
pletion of the Las Vegas irrigation its power, grinds grain
tities, makes cider durfng the fall,
of
north
the
Three
repcity.
project
and uses its force in many other ways.
resentatives of the company were Summer visitors are often entertained
here Saturday and were taken over for hours at a time watching it work.
the works already completed. In Mr. Hopkins is able to grind a huneight-hou- r
spite of the bad roads the party was dred bushels of grain in an
Deable to get a good survey of the pro- day when there is a fair breeze.
the fact that ordinarily it takes
spite
'
ject.
It is stated authoritatively that the
. gone,
Although this same game was prac-ilc- Salt Lake people have not allowed
on P. J. R. Moore, chief clerk of of a lack of faith In the proposition,
the railway mail service, at the Hotel of a lack of faith In the proposition
Combs last week, the police flo not Other reasons have been the cause
believe the Hotel Combs "job" and for the delay. A defiinte reply is ex
d
the three pulled ofr yesterday
from the Salt Lake capitalists
mg were executed by the same men. tomorrow, and it is not altogether
i!
iAt the Hotel Combs a clerk was at certain the response will not be an
the desk all night and anyone who en- acceptance of the contract.
tered the hotel must have passed by
Numerous Las Vegans have advohim. He did not see anyone not a cated, should the Salt Lake deal go
Kuest go upstairs that night."
by default, that Las Vegans build the
Mr. Moore's trousers were rifled for reservoir. The grant board has the
.$20 and left in a bathroom. His mail power to invest in bonds for the compouch key was overlooked by the pletion of the works, and this, with
thief, greatly to his relief. Possession the assistance of local capitalists,
of his key would have enabled a crim- makes it , possible for Las Vegas to
Old Mill at Brewster.
inal to loot mail pouches.
build the works without outside aid.
At the Grand Central, Overland and
a ten or twelve horse power engine to
Palms no clerk is on duty late at
turn a saw with sufficient speed to
saw logs into firewood, the owner cute
night. This makes entrance to these ATTORNEY GENERAL
Tiotels comparatively easy and the
all his wood without difficulty and does
it as quickly as he could with an endoors of all rooms entered were unALLEGES A FRAUD gine.
locked.
The mill has four "fans," each of
no
clew
The police have practically
which is about fifteen feet long and
to "work on with the exception of the
ANSWER IN THE ALAMOSA six feet wide. On these are stretched
theft of the two watches at the Palms. FILES
strips of tough canvas; these form the
COLORADO, MANCOUNTY,
"sails." Each fan is eet at a slight
Only money was taken at other places.
DAMUS, CASE
angle, so that the wind blowing
29.
... Denver, Col.,
Attorney against it forces it over. It is made
Sept.
General Fred Farrar filed his answer on the same plan as a common windEIANY FRIENDS AT
la the district court today to the man- mill. The mill is faced toward the
damus suit brought to compel Secre- wind, so that the whole force comes
the surfaice of the canvas. The
tary of State James B. Pearce to sub-f- against
whole mill itself sets upon a sort of a
ROMERO FUNERAL
the bill creating Alamosa county to "railroad
track," the wheels turning
.
a referendum.
the structure to the desired point. R
The attorney general makes sweep- is wonderful with what ease these
LARGE CROWD PAYS FINAL TRI ing charges of fraud in securing sig- mills are turned; it requires only a
natures on the referendum petitions. slight pressure of a wooden stick tc
BUTE TO PIONEER RESIMore than 1,500 names, the answer whirl .the mill. When it is set at the
DENT OF LAS VEGAS
desired
and all Is ready the
alleges, were affixed to the petitions fans are angle
unchained, and 'round goes"
not
owners
parother
but
their
Beby
Hundreds of friends of the late
by
the wheel. Inside there is a rumbling
iiigno Romero, who died suddenly ties. Many others, it is charged, are sound much like that of distant thun
home on the wholly fictitious. More than 1,000 der, a speeding freight train or the
Friday evening
West side, attended his funeral, which are al!eged""to 'have heen signed by whir of a revolving paddle wheel on a
steamer. The mill shakes
was held this morning at 9 o'clckjichiWrt5n and other persons not quali-- ;
and anyone who hap-4loctw8erably
e
tate
declares
that
SofOur'
from the Church of
Lady of
t
c a Costone employed V .ilium A. pens to be in It rushes out the door
rows. The funeral cortege left the
a
o
t
amokeg
" " ,
home, oa the Hot Springs boulevard,
iPipo and acU as though he was enjoy-leg hlmisfclf immensely.
OLXKSl
Vi
BCiriC"
M. Coston, to j The mill is also made to turn
e
there. The services at the church duced .his wife, Agnes
a
as
commission
pub- -' stones, separators, washing machines,
notary
consisted of a requiem high mass.
.
notorial and the like.
Interment wag in Mount Calvary lie, and that she affixed her
ad-- j
without
to
verifications
seal
many
cemetery. The pall bearers were Wilumu wcxra acLf IU UCAIH
liam Frank, O. A. Larazolo, William ministering the reauired oath.
"witn
it
that
It
j further
charged
Die In Hoapital When Family Refuse
Springer, Roman Gallegos, Sabino Lu-ja- the full
knowledge and connivance of
to Tak Her When They Went
and Demetrio Silva.
the said relator, S. A. Coston, and h!a
on a Vlalt
The large attendance at the funeral
wife. Agues M. Coston, euch circula'
attested the respect and affection tors of
referendum petition misstatKansas City. Grieved because her
'with which Mr. Romero was held by
ed the "purpose of such referendum mother and tmcla had gone to Leaventhe people of Las Vegas.
t
and misled hundreds of sign- worth to visit a friend without her,
was covered with a profusion of flow- petitions
while aha waa making a call in this
ers.".
ers, and many floral pieces were sent
city, MIsi Mary Harrison, twenty-thre- e
years old, of Sedalia, Mo., died
by friends as a last tribute to Mr.
obstinate at a bote! here. Deputy Coroner J. B.
Foley Kidney Pill" "'iRomero.
cases of widnpy am' 'ibrtder trouble,
Spangler, who examined the body,
Mr. and Mrs. Franciwo Baca
of rtie"itrafim
iitntr -- r, aprsf, said
in
girl had wept herself to
"Roy. Euirenio Romero of Mora
a'
v" n n"t death.the She
they remove "
died half an hour before
W!i-l- rwf!r(n
"fimoteo Sena and Manuel Lucerj, alt till tn
RVF'PTT
th Mrs. Louise Harrison, her mother,
also of Mora weer among tho
and T. W. Robbing, the uncle, returned
ritvl-iT'-r
rf,cttlt
people here for the funeral.
'.!r and Iteti Ctoss Drug Stoie. Adv. from their trip of a few hours.
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A RAILROADER

KILLED

OFjeiORES

Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 29. Al
A. Evans, 25 years old, who was in
jured last Wednesday at Clear Creek,
Litchfield, Conn., Can Boast Ariz., died at 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon at the Coast lines hospital.
Many Past Glories.
Evans arrived here last Thursday
morning; on Santa Fe train No. 10 and
Library Reading Glasses- - Zylonite Rim
Little New England City of Two Thou, was taken to the hospital. He was ina
sand Inhabitants Has Been Center
jured internally, besides receiving
Eye Glasses, "Auto Glas" tor Motorof Many Noted Events Famed
broken leg, and, although at first it
Engineers Goggles, Cumpasses and
ing,
for Beautiful Scenery.
waa believed he had a chance to re
Mineral
Glasses. . .
. .
cover, his condition became worse and
Boston. For a town of probably
OCULISTS PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
Saturday it was known that death
less than two thousand inhabitants, was
only a question of hours.
situated on a branch railroad, whose
Evans was installing new pumps at
is
her beautiprincipal present asset
ful scenery, Litchfield, Conn.; can the Clear Creek station. He was at
well when
boast more past glories than almost the bottom of an
rails fell, one striking him
any other of her size and rural char- two
acter in the country.
Her former on the back and the other on the leg.
fame Is recalled by the oration by Rev.
The body was taken to Strong
Dr. Hillis of Plymouth church, BrookBrothers'
undertaking establishment,
lyn, at the celebration of the centenwill
be held until funeral ar Mr. Miller will superintend the col- factors
where
it
of
,
Beech-erthe
birth
of
ary
Henry Ward
exerted greater weight today,
who first saw the light in that rangements have been completed. lection of mammals."' The
and the weakness of the market was
town. Harriet Beecher Stowe, his Evans' home was in Winslow, Ariz.
will be the party's chief hunts ascribed more to
unsatisfying concluelder by two years, was ,also born
man.
sions
drawn
as
to
the general situa1911
and
in
the people of Litchthere,
tion than to the Influence of indivifield made it evident that the honor
FORMER CONGRESSMAN
DEAD dual stocks.
JAILER
had not been forgotten. As Dr. Hillis ASSAULTE
is the successor of the man who made
Oskaloosa, Iowa., Sept. 29 John
Opinion was divided as to whether
F. Lacey, formsr Iowa congressman
the Pulymouth pulpit famous it is fitthe early selling represented in the
ting that he should be selected as the
ESCAPE from the Sixth Iowa congressional main offerings of long stock or operaone best qualified of a later generation
district, dropped dead here today froir tions
the bears. A good deal of
to do justice to the splendid gifts of
heart disease. Major Lacey, who was the by
one who in his day was the most popuselling was said to be on orders
lar of American preachers and as a MAX GOLDBAUCH BEING SOUGHT prominent in the civil war, as a union from Boston.
officer, represented the Sixth
Iowa
lecturer so widely sought, even at his
BY GUADALUPE COUNTY
Bearish sentiment was promoted by
' '
district in congress from .1880 to 1907,
price of $600 an appearance, that he
OFFICERS
i
sl!;ns of reaction in various lines of
had for a time to retire from the platbeing elected as a republican. For trade, and shrinkage in railroad
form in order to give to his minister
many years he was chairman of 'the earnings. After the list had been
Sheriff
A large posse, headed by
rial duties the attention that he desired.
Jose S. Duran of Guadalupe county, house public lands committee.
jammed down 1 to 2 points, pressure
If for no other reason Mr. Beecher is scouring the country in the neigh
no indiminshed, but prices showed
READY FOR JURY has deserved the gratitude of the borhood of Santa Rosa in an effort
clination to harden. Bonds were easy.
Los Angeles, Sept. 29 With the arAmerican people for the service he
to capture Max Goldbauch, who
The market closed weak. Trading.
rendered the Union cause in England.
of counsel in progress under
guments
the
became
from
last
livelier toward the end
county
jail
night
as
was
a
it
purely patriotic mission as
a time limit, prospects this afternoon
with a pronounced inwas undertaken in the struggle of fifty in that city after having knocked were
session,
that the fate of George H. Bixby, crease
in se'Jin-- pressure. Union Payears" ago. By the force of his argu- Jailer Jose Romero senseless with the the
Long Beach millionaire accused of cific sold three
ment and the power of his eloquence, officer's own weapon.
points below the
offenses
against girls, would be in
his clear statement of facts and printo a telephone message the
best while Steel ruled 2 points
day's
According
hands
of
the jury before night..
ciples, he did more than almost any
under Saturday's final. Bear selling
other man to change the opinion and received here late this afternoon by
G.
was stimulated hy the inability of
attitude of the British public toward District Attorney Charles W.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
the list to recover when pressure let
this country. It is interesting, at this Ward, Goldbauch got a long lead and
29.
Wheat sagged
Chicago, Sept.
to the
commencement season when honorary the officers are having difficulty in
to cables beinsr weak. up, and the indifference shown
today
degrees are being distributed with getting on his trail. It is thought the There owing
in certain specialties.
rise
were favorable reports as to
considerable prodigality, to recall that man is
The last sales were:
hiding somewhere in the hills the crop outlook in
he steadily declined to be the recipiArgentine. Gen74
near
Santa
Rosa.
Copper
Amalgamated
ent of one, though his opportunities
erally fair weather- northwest of here
At the recent fall term of the dis- and liberal
Ill
Sugar
were numerous. The oration anticireceipts at Minneapolis
94
pated the birthday by three days, since trict court for Guadalupe county Gold- and Duiuth had also a bearish effect. Atchison ..
24
is
the generally accepted bauch pleaded guilty to larceny and
June
Northern
Pacific
....111,
The opening varied from.
cent off
date.
was sentenced to not less than one
...167
to a shade advance, with prices later Reading ..
But even had not Dr; Lyman Beech9fl
nor more than 18 months in the
Southern
Pacific
year
a material decline.
er fortuitously resided in Litchfield
The
:
was showing
159
man
Union
state
The
Pacific
penitentiary.
most
when
the
close was steady
giftduring the period
to
cent net
60
United States Steel
ed two of his numerous children were placed in the Guadalupe county jail higher.
103
States
United
born, it, would still have large claims to await his removal to the penal inpfd
Steel,
Firmness in corn gave way to the
to its ancient distinction. Ethan Allan stitution in Santa Fe.
influence of wheat weakness. The
was born there. In the latter part of
Romero
Last, night, when Jailer
market started a sixteenth lower to
the eighteenth century Judge Topping
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
opened Goldbauch's cell door and
Vz higher, but. lost about all the
Kansas
room
man
the
City, Sept. 29. Hogs, reto
the
into
started lead
The country was said to be
gain.
'
ceipts 8,000. Market 5 cents higher.
where the prisoners are given their
selling very little. T$e close was Bulk
$8.258.60; heavy $8.258.60;
meals, the convicted man seized the firm at
1 cent to 1
cent net
$8.258.65;
packers and butchers
officer and wrested his gun away advance.
$67.50.
lights
pigs
from him. He then struck the jailer
$8.258.60;
There was an active call for small
Market
Cattle,
over the head with the weapon and lots In oats.
receipts 28,000.
The opening was un
to 10 cents lower. Prime fed
made his escape.
steady
cent higher, and a fur- steers
changed to
dressed beef
Goldbauch was the only prisoner in ther rise
ensued but not all of the steers $8.809.23; western ' steers
unconscious
The
the jail.
$7.608.75;
jailer lay advanca was held.
...
$6. 60 8. 50 southern steers $5.50
upon the floor until his groans atat
the
lifted
Strength
provi- 7; cows
tracted investigators to the place. Ro- sions. First sales yards
$4.257; bulls $4.506.25;
, , f Mta
,
J
ranged from 2
calves 5. 50 9. 75.
condition is said to be serious, lower to 10 cents
mero's
; t
Most of the
it is thought he will recover. trade was in lard.higher
Sheep, receipts 15,000. Market 15
though
i
Th?
quo- cents
Officers all over the state have tations were as follows: closing
higher. Lambs $6.507.25;
been asked to be on the lookout for
yearlings
$o5.75; wethers $4.25
Wheat, Sept. 85; Dec. 88; May
stockers and
ewes
secret
service
Goldbauch.
Fe
Santa
5;
$3.504.60;
vi'
93.
feeders $36.50.
ment are assisting the regular peace
Corn, Sept 71; Dec. 70; May
Birthplace f Henry Ward Beecher. officers,.
72.
The offense "for which Goldbauch
Reeve established the first law school
Oats, Sept. 41; Dec. 43; May 45.
In the country and conducted it for was sentenced waa stealing $112 in
Pork, Jan. $19,922; May $20.10.
asnearly thirty years. In its physical
negotiable checks.
Lard, Jan. $10.92; May $11.05.
pects it was a primitive institution,
Ribs,. Jan. $10.47; May $10.57.
flie Ideal Mountain Resort
not unlike the district schoolhouses of
that period, and had perhaps done
Phones Main 20 and Olive 5174
service in that capacity befofre being ROOSEVELT
TO GO
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
All Year Round Resort
promoted to the higher dignity, but
New York, Sept. 29. Fundamental
mm
probably in proportion to the attendance it graduated more distinguished
ON HUNTING TRIP
jurists than any law school that has
succeeded it, no matter what Its pretensions. Many young men there laid THIS TIME HE WILL HELP NAT-- :
the foundation for future fame as lawIN
URAL HISTORIANS
yers and as statesmen, among them
AMERICA
SOUTH
five cabinet ministers
Calhoun,
Woodbury, Mason, Clayton and HubNew York, Sept. 29. From about
bard.
The conditions also invited pioneers the middle of December to the end
in general as well as in prodfessional of March Colonel Theodore Roosevelt
education.
It has been claimed that will wander in the wilds of South
a school started by Miss Sarah Pierce
thitf featwas the first in the United States that America. Arrangements for
American
South
colonel's
ure
the
of
for
had
its purpose the higher education of women. Of course the patriot- trip were described today.
ism of Buch a community would be of
Little was said about times and
a high order. Gen. Oliver Wolcott, one places, because the colonel himself
of the signers of the Declaration "of is not sure
just where he will go or
Independence and a leader in both when he will emerge intd civilized
war and peace, for many years made
his home there. When the gilded country.;,.;.,:.
Cqlonel Roosevelt will sail(rfrom
leaden statue of George III. in Bowling
Grene, New York, was pulled down in New York October 4 and will spend
.
1776 it was hauled to Litchfield and about two months
visiting various
melted and moulded into bullets for cities in Brazil, Argentine, Chile and
American soldiers by the daughters of
Paraguay, where he will be the govGeneral Wolcott and their friends.
he will deliver
Here is a heritage of fame which the ernment's guest, and
addresses
late in
formal
HE one with the dog on top' is the
present residents of the town cannot several,
way a gentleman explained
afford to forget and evidently do not
V-- J
to
us
which
kind of talking machine he wanted. We are
A little river steamer will leave him
intend to.
specialists on the dog kind. Know all about Victors
and his party of naturalists at Cuyaba,
and carry them in
Yawns and Dislocates Jaw.
Brazil, the head of navigation on the
stock. v?e want you to hear a few of our
New York. Joseph Russer yawned
big assortment of fine
Paraguay river, where the hardships
so widely that he dislocated his jaws
Records.
,
The
will
of the journey
begin.
and the dislocation left the jaws
Anwide open. At the hospital Russer colonel's companions then will be
MACHINES FROM $10 to $200
was put under anaesthetic and his thony Flala of New York, the Arctic
Jaws shoved back into place.
explorer; George K. Cherrle of InRECORDS FROM 63c to $7.00
dianapolis, and Lee B. Miller of New
Banquet Oldest Sneezer.
Fano, Vt, naturalists connected with
Bethlehem, N. H- - America's old- the American Museum of Natural HisOF QUALITY"
est sneezer Maj. Richard Muckle of tory, under whose auspices the expea it I
P T
? .vn r.was
Philadelphia, aged eighty-eigh- t
dition will be undertaken.
"'V
given a banquet here by the United
Mr. Fiala will look after the equipStates Hay Fever association. The
major has suffered from the sneezing, ment of Che expedition. Mr. Cherrle
years. will have charge of the collection and
sniffing fever for seventy-fivVECAS ,
N.H,f
preparations of bird specimens and
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Mrs. J. H. Lowe of Albuquerque
came in this afternoon for a several
ALLEGO
days' visit with relatives here.
A. O Jahren came in this afternoon
.
'
,t
;
, ;'
from his home at Wagon Mound for
AT
A
OF
here:
visit
business
a
few
days'
a
'of
was
Santa Fe
A. P. Robinson
Do business in a busines-lik- e
Mrs. D. A. Syme returned Saturday
way and secure for yourself the great number of privileges that
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Bhe
where
San Francisco
from
night
a
cost
as
result.
are
yours without
;
Miss Bertha Mair of Detroit, Mich., has been visiting for the past few
friends.
with
' '
is a visitor in Las Vegas
Office hours are convenient and employees obliging and polite. There is much information and
weeks.'
Mrs. W. G. Simonson of Denver,
of
Williams
G.
B.
Mrs.
Mr. and
advice that is free to our depositors, and we are always ready to consult you, if you wish.
was a visitor in Las Vegas Saturday.
GETS DECISION JEONS AND BANKERS, WITH
Mishawaka, Ind., arrived in Las Vegas WELTERWEIGHT
of
Beinch
P.
T.
Mrs.
Mr. and
CONTEST TONIGHT, WILL
this afternoon for a several days' visit - OVER JOE VELASQUEZ SATBryon, Okla., are visitors in Las Vegas here.
START THINGS GOING
URDAY NIGHT
for several days.
of New York City, N.
Bacon
J.
D.
A,
S113
D B. Cunningham of Oakland, Cal.,
The bowling bug' again has started
P.. arrived in Las Vegas yesieraay
The pugilistic fans at Mora were
came In Saturday evening for a few
forternoon and will be a visitor here for treated to an interesting exhibition biting, and. as a result the long
frSjfe.S ISilaiiiiLii'SSi.
days' business visit.
have
ar- several days.
night when Pepe Gallegos gotten Peons and Bankers
Saturday
A. C. Bartlet of Hillsboro, .Kas.,
Morriwas given the decision over Joe Ve- sprung Into prominence at, the Elks'
County Engineer George E.
At Des Moines Central college, 0;
SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL
rived in the city Saturday evening son left this afternoon for Watrous,
A game has been arranged for
'
lasquez after ten rounds of fast fight- club.
24.
for an indefinite stay.
Drake,
the
for
At
is
53;
it
business
on
Philadelphia
P.
Pennsylvania,
expected
will
John
be
and
although
tonight
Shoemak- where he
ing. The decision of Referee
Moines
Des
At
Ames,
BASEBALL
TODAY
6; Grinneil,
0.
S
Captain W. B. Brunton of
Gettysburg,
next few days.
Trinidad was received that the members of both teams will
0.
er came in yesterday afternoon for a m S. Soringer left last night for Wooten of
At
evenMaine,
34;,
ferocious
Cambridge
Harvard,
a
Velasbe somewhat rusty,
with applause. Gallegos and
At Cincinnati University of Cin- several days' business visit.
0.
at Washington, D. C, after quez are welterweights. For the first ing is expected as the rivalry between
home
his
arFe
of
Santa
Miss Hazel Sanford
cinnatl,
6; Georgetown, 0.
New
At
Haven
Yale,
Holy
10;
the
for
now
than
been a resident here
.i rmmda the battle was even, ve- these two teams is stronger
At Syracuse, N. Y. Syracuse, 11;
American League
,.
rived in Las Vegas yesterday after- having
0.
,,;
Cross,
were
that
series
played
months.
the seventh in the former
past several
Boston at New York; 2 games.
lasquez had the better of
noon for a several days' visit.
At Princeton Princeton, 14; Rut- Hobart, 0.
last winter.
Mrs. H. O. Potter left yesterday af rouna, wuno m
At Hanover Dartmouth, 13; Massareturned
at
yesterday
Washington.
3.
Philadelphia
John Rudulph
gers,
where
marBoth teams have decided that they
ternoon for Spokane, Wash.,
were Gallegos' by a large
chusetts
tenth
Agricultural, 3.
afternoon from Wagon Mound where
At
14;
Minneapolis Minnesota,
were ahead at the close of the spring
she will be on an extended visit witn
National
0.
At
Pa. Buckuell, 34;
gin.
League
South
he was on business for a short time.
TTrt
Lewisburg,
Dakota,
man. i
season.. No exact record was prerelatives for the coming few months.
De- - Hillman academy, 0.
,T.
at Philadelphia; 2 games.
Gallegos is .a sturdy young
W. Leigh arrived In Las Vegas
At
41;
Erooklyn
Indiana,
Bloomington
of
Ocate
R.
between
Strong
Mr. and Mrs. J.
in either served of the games played
home at
New York at Boston; 2 games.
is fast has a hefty punch
pauw, 3.
At Carlisle Carlisle, 25; West Vir
yesterday afternoon from bis
in Las Vegas yesterday afterarrived
Rudulph, the organizations and it is thought
Milnor
business
manager,
several
His
a
days'
Cincinnati.
at
Ohio
hand.
Clovis for
At
C7;
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh
Mr.
numhere.
ginia
Wesleyan, 0.
an equal
noon for a few days visit
otwinna tn bring him to uu that both teams won
'
visit
Northern, 6.
Mora counof
their
At
Amherst
and
Is
Elks
treasurer
All
Amherst, 10; Rhode
the
one of the prelimin ber of games.:
S. A. Taylor, a well known merchant Strong
At Providence Colby, 10; Brown, 0. Island State
American Association
Vegas to fight in
0.
the
attend
game
to
college,
invited
ty.
are
ladies
at an event of tne u
of Nolan, arrived in Las Vegas yesterAt Ithica Cornell, 0; Colgate, 0.
Milwaukee at Louisville.
of Santa Fe came ary bouts
At Springfield, Mass. Springfield
Baca
Flidalfio
business
tonight.
At Lincoln Omaha university, 6;
ninb.
Gallegos needs expend
day afternoon for a few days'
Minneapolis at Columbus, 2 games,
in yesterday afternoon from his home
Training school, 22; Worcester Poly.,
ne
'
Rowllnss will start in earnest at the
a real fighter. When
visit
Nebraska
Toledo.
at
him
Kansas
university, 52.
make
tne
City
to
7.
attenl
weathwarm
the
at
City
until
on
Capital
now
vis.
from
club
Mrs. Lvdla Wells, who has heon
At Williamstown, Mass. Massachuthat, his menus
obtained
St. Paul at Minneapolis; 2 games
died
who
has
At St. Louis Christian Brothers
Romero,
'
of
one
main
to
funeral
Benigno
the
will be mighty pr A league similar
setts Williams, 14; Renssaelaer, 0.
iting relatives in Illinois for the past
he will be a man who
be
44; Christian college, 0.
college,
will
night.
Friday
probably
winter
tained last
Saturday
,
several months, returned
Pa. Lafayette, 7; MuhlAt
Easton,
Western
League
A. L. Parsons and brother, C. G. hard to defeat.
At Milwaukee Marquette univer
started. Bowling always affords excel
and Charles
evening.
enberg, 0.
Wichita at St, Joseph. '
"Young Gallegos"
Parsons, arrived in Las Vegas yester
14; Milwaukee Normal, 0.
well as pleasure to
as
sity,
rounds
exercise
two
lent
Me.
H. O. Wagner, repretsentaUve for
At
fought
Bowdoin, 17;
Brunswick,
Denver at Des Moines.
paperweights,
their homes in
from
afternoon
is
It
day
and
man
.
Boulder Boulder Preps, 20;
At
business
nrolim
eomnany
nary.
tv ovo'nire
New Hampshire State, 0.
the Ely Walker Dry Goods
m
Michigan and Colorado. They will be to a draw in
Elks'
at
the
'vmnor
Denver High, 0.
North
Soils
the
alleys
a
was
that
tmsMiesn
27.
O.
of St. Louis,
At Akron,
expected
Case, 6; Buatchel,
National League
a.x Maes a and d Young
want, . ttm
visitors here for the next few days.
in use at all times tms
be
on
after
will
South
At
O.
pois
Bethlehem, Pa. Lehigh,
club
At
-15;
here today.
Otterbein,
Delaware,
Boston, Sept. 29.- First game:
W. R. Fitch and J. W. Rose of pulled aowu a,
0.
7.
winter.
64;
Albright,
L. F. Strlckey of Rocky Ford, Col.,
R.H.E.
Wesleyan,
boxing.
of
rounds
D. C, are in Las Vegas
Mass. Tufts, 15;
At
Medford,
O
At
2
Heidel
and
9
5
is a business visitor in Las Vegas for Washington,
45;
Oberlin,
Oberlin,
New York
A large crowd of Mora people
for a several days' visit. They are
7.
0.
4
Bates,
3
11
a few days. He arrived here yestercountry
berg,
.
Boston
tourists, and arrived in the city yes- residents of the surroundingThere Is
Batteries: Hearne, Crandall and Mc
nP.HRed
day evening.
the program.
afternoon.
terday
D H. Plowman of Raton came In
in Mora
fn Tinxlnff
to
Wilson; Hess, Quinn and RariLean,
clerk
chief
mucn
miciooL.
Christopher Clay,
home
his
from
afternoon
den.
'
yesterday
"I
Roadmaster Flaiz in the local Santa county.
at that place for a several days' busi- Fe
company offices, left last
Railway
ness visit here.
Philadelphia, Sept. 29, First gameMILLIONAIRE IN TROUBLE
vacation. He will
on a
:
':
Mr. and Mrs. .T. P. Moffett of Cleve- night
29.
R.H.E.
:.';;..;
AlTinmieraue. N. M., Sept.
YOUR
MOST
visit Chicago, and other cities and in
3 ,7 1
land, O., arrived in Las Venras yes..
last
Saturday
who
Brooklyn
R.
Smith,
Dakota.
of
George
parts
1 4 1
terday afternoon from their home for
Philadelphia
J. M. Abercrombie of Antonchico ar- was sentenced to serve from three to
a few davs' visit.
and
Fischer;
Reulbach
Batteries:
will
state
penitentiary
rived in the city last night and
four years in the
sen
Mayer, Marshall and Bums, Killifer.
he a visitor here for several days. Mr. hv Judge Reynolds, but whose
Abercrombie is a prominent rancher tenne was suspended, was taKen to THIS WEEK MARKS THE OPENING
L
D R
American League
at Antonchico and is a former resi- Raton in custody of Deputy Sheriff
OF HARD WORK FOR THEf
dent of this city.
WINTER SEASON
,
rwies Thacker to answer similar
R.H.E.
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Klassen of New eharees. last night.
Washington, Sept.. 29
0 5 2
Hill
in
III
IWWWIIW
IIIIMIIIIWMItmfllir.iflMlJrillMMMBIliJB
I
IllllliailHWIIIW
here
visitors
who
start
have
'been
arrived
actual
Tracker
Philadelphia
ton, Kas.,
'
This week marks the
Deputy Sheriff
.
? 3
p
! 3 0
T.as Vegas for the past few days, left at 7:25 o'clock last night. Smith, ai of winter athletics for 1913-1and be Washington
Batteries: rWyckoff and McAvoy;
yesterday morning in their automo though the suspension of his sentence ginning Wednesday the senior class
bile for Albuquerque. They are on freed him of the local charge, was of the Y. M. C. A. will meet for the Johnson and 'Williams.
New York, Sept. 29. First game:
their way to California.
held in the county jail at Old Ainu first time. The schools will begin acAT YOUR
return11,050 FULLY
R.H.E.
G.
m
the
also'
E.
will'
and
druggist,
Murphey,
r a It Wi fall
tive work in this line
oueraue until the Katon oincer
i
a
J
1
A.
ed Saturday evening from the east,
tto loft wltTi
11VCU.
" smith at o:t attend the classes at the Y. M. C. or Boston
3 9 3
where he has been on a pleasure trip n'nlock.
New York
The citv basketball team, recently
for the past two weeks. Mr. Murphey' ' aitvi is nViarsred at Raton with ganized, will start training Wednes
Batteries: Bedient and Cady; Keat
visited Chicago and' a number of other Dasslng worthless drafts. Ira Duck day, and will continue until the end ing and Sweeney.
eastern cities during his trip.
worth, a real estate dealer at Raton of the basketball season.
Mr. and1 Mrs. C. A. Banker and fam- of
one
the livest
will
draft
be
a
$50
cashed
Las
Vegas
is alleged to have
in athOy arrived in Las Vegas Saturday
sum
this
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
state
the
in
year
last
Smith
cities
draft
for.
$40
a
and
evening in their Cadillac automobile mer. He has filed a complaint there letics. Both the Normal University
on their way to California from their
and the High school have signified
nsrnlTist. Smith. It Is said.
Western League
home in Montana. They left Las
four
returned
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Collector of San Miguel within said San Miguel County, in ac- - j No. 9858, J. m. Martinez, work on
County, New Mexico, upon motion, it cordance with the written contract Mora road; $37.
No. 9859, Desiderio C. de Baca, re
is ordered by the Board that the said heretofore entered into and on file in
pairs on Court House; $35.10.
Treasurer and Collector is hereby the office of the Clerk.
Monday, April 7. 1913.
No. 9860, Jose A. Gallegos, wire on
The board of county commissioners authorized to purchase a typewriter
i
Jail fence; $6.
the County of San Miguel, State of desk to be used in the Treasurer's J. P. Bonds, etc.
No. 9S61, Antonio Gallegos, fees as
The following official bonds of Jus
New Mexico, met in regular session at office in said County.
tices of the peace and constables with- Constable; $2.75.
the court house of said county, in
No. 9862, Pablo Ulibarri, fees as
in the county of San Miguel, respectLas Vegas, New Mexico, on the first Supplies Order.
to
the
is
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been
Justice
of the Peace; $5.25.
II.
of
York,
John
motion
same
ively
having
of
being
April, the,
Monday
Upon
are ap
No. 9863, Charles Ilfeld Co., ink and
April 7th, A. D. 1913, at 10 o'clock in ordered by the Board that hereafter board, upon examination, they
no supplies of whatever nature shall proved and ordered filed for record, teachers registers; $5.85.
the forenoon of said day.
No. 9864, Manuel A. Sanchez, reFidel Ortiz, chairman; be purchased In the name of the
Present;
No. 30, Jose Esteban Garcia, No. 36, pairs, postoffice box rent, etc.; $77.
John H. York, county commissioner; County of San Miguel, or charged to
No. 9865, Agua Pura Co., water liAntonio Gallegoa. county commission- - the account thereof, unless the party Constable.
er; Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the making said purchase shall have first No. 31, Pedro Baca, No. 16, Con cense; $25.
orNo. 9866, Agua Pura Co., water li
stable.
board; Florentino Montoja, interpret- obtained permission or a written
No. :?2, Anastacio Sandoval, No. 21, cense; $25.
der from the Board allowing same.
er.
' No. 9867, Red Cross Drug Co., ink
Justice of the Peace.
The record of the proceedings of the
No. 40, Clemente Griego, No. 31, and books, County Clerk; $2.
last regular session and called meet- J. P. Precinct No. 53.
No. 9868, Red Cross Drug Co., mediings thereafter, read, approved and
Resignation of Antonio D. Torres, Constable.
Justice
No.
18,
No.
No.
Anton
46,
Suhr,
cine
Precinct
of
Peace
of
County prisoners; $6.
the
signed.
Justice
No. 9869, El Independiente Pub. Co.,
r.a Cnuntv of San Miguel, State of of the Peace.
No. 50, Juan Herrera, No. 24, jus- publishing County Commissioner proNew Mexico, was received and upon
Tools for road work.
of the Peace.
and
tice
was
same
accepted
ceedings; $113.
the
as
motion
Gonzales
Anselmo
acting
No. 54, Gregorio Garcia y Blea, No.
No. 9870, Simon Trujillo, fees as
under the new county road board ordered filed.
Constable.
43,
$4.0G.
Constable;
of San Miguel county, New Mexico,
No. 57, Bias Ortega, No. 35, Justice
No.
L. V. L & P. Co., light
Etc.
9871,
counthe
that
Receipts,
and
Reports,
requested
appeared
Court House, Jail and Bridge; $35.
The following reports, receipts and of the Peace.
ty commissioners turn over to his custo
No. 0C9, Emilio Gonzales, No. 1, JusNo. 9S72, Roman Gallegos,
fuel
tody all tools and road machinery other papers having been presented
the
of the Peace.
tice
examined
County Jail; $25.
heretofore purchased an.d used by the the Board and duly
No. 70, Claudio Serna, No. 1, ConNo. 9873, Crane & Co., adding maeaid commissioners in the building same are approved and ordered filed
stable.
chine; $10.
and repairng of county roads and iu the office of the Clerk:
No. 70, John B. Stine, No. 25, Jus:
No. 9874, Lorenzo Delgado, Clerk of
men request having been considered,
Monthly report of Eugenlo Romero,
of the Peace.
tice
1913.
the
March,
for
Board; $250.
with
Treasurer,
in
accordance
and
upon motion,
No; 25,
No. 9S75, Tibyl K. Hunt, ifst patents
a written opinion relative to said mat-tc-r Statement of fines received by No. 81, Eugenlo Sanchez,
Constable.
Assessor; $15.50.
given and filed by the District At- Treasurer for March, 1913; ?3.
No. 91, Jose N. Crespln, No. 47, JusNo. 9876, El Independiente, tax re
Statement .of Poll Taxes received
torney.
tice of the Peace.
turn Assessor; $2S.
It is ordered by the Board that the by Treasurer for March, 1913;
No. 92, Marcelino I.ovato, No. 47,
No. 9877, Mt. States Tel. & T. Co.,
Receipt No. S5 to Treasurer from II.
request of Anselmo Gonzales, Road
Constable.
of
Las
Treasurer
C.
Vegas
City
Smith,
telephone rent; $21.65.
Overseer, under the County Road
No. 95, Pedro Garduno, No. 10, JusNo. 9878, Franki.J. Gehring, repairs
Board, for the road tools and machin land School Distri No. 2; $SG0.31.
of the Peace.
tice
from
86
to
Treasurer
No.
furnace Court House; $42.85.
Receipt
ery belonging to the County of San
No. 90, Teodocio
Chavez, lo. 31,
Town of
No. 9879, L. W Ilfeld, one box stove
Miguel, be. and the same is hereby Martin Delgado, Treasurer
Las Vegas and School Districts 1 and Justice of the Peace.
Jail; $13.30.
denied.
No. 97, Julian Gonzales, No. 4, Con
e
No. 98S0, D. R. Murray, fees as
4; $303.42.
stable.
TreasNo.
131
State
from
of
the
$12.
33.
No.
Receipt
Peace;
Precinct
J. P.
No. 98, Antonio Ma. Gonzales, No.
No. 9881, Charles Ilfeld Co., mer
Upon a petition filed by resident urer to County Treasurer for March,
Justice of the Peace.
46,
$549.62.
chandise County Treasurer; $37.40.
1913;
tif Precinct No. 33, Los Vijilcs, within
No. 99, Nabor Burciago, No. 13, JusStatement of Liquor Licenses colNo. 9S82, M. Danziger & Co., clothes
the County of San Miguel, State of
for
of the Peace.
Roman
tice
lected
for County prisoners; $17.10.
Gallegos, Sheriff,
by
New Mexico, asking that Benito QuinNo. 106, Vivian Lopez, No. 16, Jus
No. 9883, Charles Ilfeld Co., pad
tana be appointed Justice of the March, 1913; $200.
locks; $3.33.
Peace of said Precinct and Juan Vigil
Report from D. R. Murray, J. P. tice of the Peace.
No. 7, Francisco Garcia, No. 41
No. 9S84, Charles Ilfeld Co., b'ank-etsbo named as Constable thereof and it Precinct No. 29, for March quarter,
Constable.
costs
of
due,
$10,
fines
was
held
no
collected;
1913,
etc.; $18.75.
that
election
appearing
No. 8, Catorino Trujillo, No. 46,
No. 9S85, George E. Morrison, sur
within-saiPrecinct In January, 1913 $12.
vey road for County; $16.25.
for the naming of such officers and
Report of License Taxes by Manuel
No. 9, Nicolas Esquibel, No. 41, Jus
No. 9886, Epitacio Quintana,
with petition having been considered A. Sanchez, Assessor, for . January,
of 'Assessor; $20.06.
tice of the Peace.
1913; $1,510.
upon motion,
No. 23, Florencio Sanchez, No. 20,
No. 9S87, Eugenlo Romero, postofIt is ordered by the Board that Be
Report of License Taxes by Manuel
fice rent, etc.; $16.16.
nito Quintana be and he is named as A. Sanchez, Assessor, for February, Constable.
No. 49, Juan B. Flores, No. (4, Con
No. 9888, Roman Gallegos, expense
Justice of the Peace of Precinct No, 1913; $8S5.
State vs. Morris; $16.35.
33. I. os Vijiles, County of San Miguel,
Report of License Taxes by Manuel stable.
No. 56, Bernardino JaramilTo, No.
March,
No. 9889, Pedro Padilla, fees as ConA. Sanchez, Assessor, for
State of New Jleyieo, and Juan V'i
51, Constable.
ns Constable thereof, and that they 1913; $GG0.
stable; $3.50.
No. 74, Fidel Ortega, No. 35,. ConNo. 9890, Pedro Padilla, fees as conexecute the oaths and bond3 required
Affidavit of Bias Madrid for liquor
stable; $5.50.
by law and thereby qualify before en license as retail liquor dealer at Sena, stable.
No. 80, Francisco Trujillo, No.. 15,
No. 9891 , Frank Roy, report to loan
tering upon their duties as su"h of New Mexico.
ficials.
company, commission; $75.
Opinion of District Attorney Charles Justice of the Peace.
No. 9892, M. F. Des Marais, Hearth
W. G. Ward relative to the law for
Bills Approved.
classes
to
Taxes Sarah C. WeKferman.
certain
as
$50.
valuations
Officer;
fixing
The following bills and accounts
No. 9893, El Independiente, circular
of property for assessment purpose.
(Petition Insert.)
presented against the County of San letter County School Superintendent;
Order
Miguel having been examined and $3.50.
beFence.
on
Jail
Bids
above
'The
petition
comlag
j
for payment, the Clerk is
received
No. 9894, Charles O'Malley, fixing
were
bids
approved
The following
fore the Board for a hearing, and the
Board being fully advised In the prem- by the Board upon an open request, directed to issue his several war- lights Court House; $1.75.
Treasurer' of No. 9895, James Saxton,
ises, doth order that the Treasurer of for the painting of the board fence rants therefor, upon the
keys, etc.,
San
County,
Yard
Miguel
Jail
Court House; $2.80.
and
Jail
the
New
around
San Miguel County,
Mexico,
County
No. 9830, Antonio A. Gallegos, SalNo. 9S96, IT. E. Treleven & Co., re
assess lots Numbers three (3) and in Las Vegas, New Mexico,
$112.00
in"
pair typewriters; $61.40.
ary County Commissioner; $224.
four (4)
Block Number four (4) Felipe Montoya30.00
No. 9897, El Independiente, appts.
No. 9831, Florentino Montoya, Inof Raynolds addition to the town of Antonio Gallegos
18.00 terpreter County Commissioners; $2. for Deputy Sreriff; $3.
Las Vegas, New Mexico, at flO.OO, Felipe Montoya, $26
No. 9832, Solomon
No. 9898, Francisco Truijllo, fees as
Ortiz, janitor
And upon motion it is ordered that
Ten' and 0
Dollars, for the years
Justice of the Peace; $6.30.
18S5 up and to 1891, for the purpose the said bids be filed In the office Court House; $40.
No. 9S33, John H. York, salary Coun
of the Probate Clerk, to be taken up
of taxation for aforesaid years.
Upon motion, it is ordered that, the
and considered at the next session of ty Commissioner; $200.
FIDEL ORTIZ,
No. 9S34, Fidel Ortiz, salary County Board do now adjourn subject to the
Chairman.
the Board.
Attest:
call of the Chairman thereof
Commissioner; $200.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
No. 9S35, F. J. Wesner, auto hire
FIDEL ORTIZ,
Deed Cayot Land.
Attest:
Deed for the land County Commissioners; $5.
A
Chairman.
"Taxes T. T. Turner.
Adelaido Tayfora, salary
North
No.
LORENZO
on
the
9836,
road
used1
Clerk.
for
T.
T.
DELGADO,
purposes
made
a
by
Bhowing
Upon
Turner it appears that there has been side and approaching the Sapello Probate Judge; $150.
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
a double assessment made for taxa- Bridge belonging to the estate of No. 9S37, El Independiente, part pay'
tion purposes as to the personal prop- Francis V. Cayot, deceased, and for ment Delinquent Tax List, 1911; $450.
HOW'S THIS
erty belonging to said party in Pre- which land proper compensation has No. 9838, Optio Publishing Company,
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
cincts Nos. 8 and 35 of San Miguel been heretofore made, having been part payment Delinquent Tax List; ward for
examr-natioany case of Catarrh that
$200.
County, New Meixco, and that the presented to the Board, after
cannot
be
cured by Hall's Catarrh
Amador
No. 9839,
Ulibarri, salary Cure.
thereof the same Is approved
same property has been assessed in
of
$50.
office
in
the
recorded
Jailer;
and ordered
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
ach of the said Preclnts, upon
We, the undersigned, have known
the County Clerk, together with a No. 9840, Optic Publishing Company,
publishing County Commissioners pro- F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,
It is ordered by the Board that the plat of said land so purchased.
and believe him perfectly honorable
ceedings; .$92.55.
to
as
assessment so made for taxes
In all business transactions and finNo.
Tax
Company,
9841, Optic Publishing
Fees Delinquent
the personal property of T. T. Turner, Publication
ancially able to carry out any obliga
publishing Assessor's Notices; $10.53. tions made by his firm.
List.
in Precinct No. 8, of San Miguel CounIt appearing that there has been No. 9842, Optic Publishing Company, NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
ty, New Mexico, in the sum of $475.00
$22.
Toledo, O.
be abated and cancelled upon the tax filed in the office of the Clerk certain Books, etc., County Treasurer;
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interAssistMartinez,
Sostenes.
No.
Com9843,
accounts
the
TreasPublishing
the
Optic
by
records of said County by
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
urer thereof, upon proper notice of pany and the El Inaependiente Pub ant Janitor; $40.
No. 9844, Jose P. Mares, Justice of Testimonials sent free. Price 75
lishing Company, respective'y, and
this order to be given by the Clerk.
cents per bottle.
Sold by all Drugthat part payment has been made the Peace Fees; $3:05.
of
Justice
gists.
p.
Jose
No.
Mares,
allow
an
9845,
that
thereon, upon motion,
Taxes Jose Felix Esquibel.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constip$5.55.
ation. Adv.
It having been shewn to the Board ance or payment of the further theNo.Peace Fees;
of
Justice
P.
Jose
Mares,
9846,
amounts
said
for
publication charges
that the Tax records of San Miguel
on the said Optic account the Peace Fees; $5.55.
Friends Expected Her to Die '
County, show that certain property be of $450.00
No. 9847, Jose P. Mares, Justice of
and1 $200.00 on said Independiente acand
"I
Felix
to
Jose
Esquibel
sincerely believe my life was
longing
$7.70.
saved in the Fall of 1910 by using
situate In Precinct No. 11 of sail count, having been made by Antonio the Peace Fees; P.
Mares, Justice of Chamberlain's
No. 984S, Jose
John H. York objecting
Colic, Cholera and DiarCounty, has fceen improperly describ- A. Gallegoes,
$5.55.
Peace
the
call
Fees;
roll
being
not
thereupon
thereto,
rhoea Remedy," writes Mrs. Agnes
ed and therefore the same has
No. 9849, Red Cross Drug Co., Sta
"I was
Booth, Tonawanda. N. Y.
tieen returned for taxes as' it should made the vote stood as follows:
GalA.
Antonio
County Assessor; $7.35.
tionery
Fidel
incluOrtiz,
Aye;
taken with diarrhoea' followed by an
Tie, for the years 18S5 to 1912
No. 9850, M. F. Des Marais, salary attack of
legos, Aye; John H. York, No., and
acute indigestion. Power of
sive, therefore, upon motion,
School Superintendent; $375.
said
County
that
ordered
It is therefore
the pen fails to portray the agonies I
It is ordered by the Board that a
No. 9851, Roman Gallegos, boarding endured.
mominal assessment of $20.00 be made payments be made as afcove set forth,
My friends expected me to
the prisoners; $132.
die as I had been unable to get relief
sib to said property in Precinct No. on account of said bills against
deNo. 9852, Roman Gallegos, Sheriff, for .so
long a time. This remedy went
U belonging to Jose Felix Esquibel county for the publication. Of the
In
taking insane person asy- directly to the seat of the trouble and
expenses
the
of
tax
Optic
list
1911,
San
Miguel,
linquent
of
within
the
and
County
lum; $3.
cured me In a few hours time." For
State of New Mexico, for the said and El Indepepdlente, newspapers
No. 9853, Roman Gallegos, expenses sale
in
and
San.
County.
Miguel
inclusive
Adv.
1912
to
1885
of
by all dealers.
Tears
taking Insane person asylum; $3.
that such assessed valuation be made
No. 9854, Roman Gallegos, postof-fic- e
Faclno a Serious Proposition
y the Treasurer and Collector upon Villanueva Bridge.
box rent, office use; $4.
John
The man or woman who nas kidney
Upon motion of Commisloner
the tax rolls after the said property
dis- trouble is facing a serious proposition
has been first properly described and H. York, the hoard dieted the clerk No. 9855, Roman Gallegos, long
where grave comDlications readily fol
95c,
tance
calls;
telephone
Included upon the tax records of said to notify the Missouri Valley Bridge
No. 9856, Martin Delgado, brooms low neglect, Foley Kidney Pills are
& Iron Company to proceed with the
an honest curative medicine that once
County.
preliminary arrangements preparatory County Jail; 80c.
taken Into vour nvstem mean restored
No. 9857, Juan D. Tafoya, fees as health and streneth. O. G. Schaefer
to the prompt beginning of the conTypewriter Desk Treasurer.
$8.25.
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Upon request wade by the Treas- struction of the Villanueva Bridge Constable;
- i
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
rTHE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLJr

-

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE

CHAPMAN
ii

TOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisement
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of word.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

MAIN

NUMBER,

Meets second and

evening each
at W. O. W. hall. Vlsitin?
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.
Thursday

month

-

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-t:l- r
Visiting brothers are cordially in,ar conclave see d Tues-'S- vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
In each month at
Greenclay, Secretary.
Temple at 7:S p. m. G. H.
KlnkeL B.
Chat. Tarn-Tie- ,
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
cowler.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All vit'ting
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY brethren
cordially invited to attend.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con F. D.
Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
vocation first Monday in T. M. Eiwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz,
each month at Masonic Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeierr
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Trustee.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
T

Ma-on- le

C;

Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
NO. 2, O. E. Love at Woodmen of the World hall
S. Meets first and third
Fridays on the second and fourth Mondays ol
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
J. O. Rutiedge, Worthy Matron; Mrs.
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone Montague,
Local Deputy.
Visiting
Main 329:
members are especially welcoo and

S.

Wanted
WANTED Experienced cook,
wages. 1053 Eighth street.

fourth

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54t.
I. 0. of B. B.
Meets every first Tues.
day of the month in the vestry room
NO. 2, of
Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock

RANSFORD

OPTIC'S

M.

Regular communication first and
ihird
Thursday In
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially incited. Win. P. Mills.
W. M., H. S .Van Petben,
Secretary.

A

co lumn
RATES

A.

Good

WANTED

CHAPTER

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at

cordially invited.

LOCAL TIME CARD

By October 1st., good wo S
o'clock. Visiting members are corman for general housework. Apply
welcome.
J. C. Wertz, Presidially
at any time to Mrs. W. G. Haydon,
T.
J.
dent;
Buhler,
Secretary; C H.
110S Seventh street.
Baily, Treasurer.

Eas-- .

No. 2.
B. P. O- - ELKS
Meets second and No. 4
fourth Tuesday evening of each No . S
month Elks' home on Ninth street and No. t!h
FOR SALE A first class hard coal
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
burner cheap. Inquire of Mrs. F. are
cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
D. Fries, 511 National.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, No. 1 .

.

?5

Secretary.

FOR SALE OR TRADE Soft coal
stove for two smaller stoves. Apply
OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
716 Seventh street.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
' urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
FOR SALE Cheap, good work horse.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
W. F. White, 523 Sixth street.
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
FOR SALE Almost new first class
furniture. Mrs. S. M. Martin, 406
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURNational.

Bcund

Arrive
9:10 p.

.11:05

p.

Depart

m.. .. 9:1?
in.. .11:05

p

.2:05
.

a. m, . ..2:10
1:45 p. m... . 2:10 p. m
West Bound

Arrive

Depart

m... .
m... .
m... .

.

.

.

.

1:20 p.
6:10 a.

.

4:20

.

6:35 p. m.

No.

3.

No.
No.

7..
9..

m

p. m.
a. m.

p.

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

.

p.

m.

a. m.
p. m-- .
p. m

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys-at-La-

New Mexico
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets in Las Vegas,
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
FOR SALE Four room house and
DENTISTS
first and third .Mondays of each
sun room, two lots, well, city
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
water and sheds; $550 cash. Box month
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
244, East Las Vegas.
Dentist
President; A. D. Tillman, Finanof
Dental
work
any description at
Mrs.
V.
A.
Local
Morrow,
Deputy,
cier;
moderate prices
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13fi
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
East Las Vegas, N. M.
FOR RENT Or sale, at a bargain.
An upright piano, almost new. Ro-

For fisist

senthal Furniture company.

CnVOTAL

TO RENT

From one to ten rooms at
$2 per room; partly furnished, newly fitted. Will be on premises and
at fair October 3. S. L. Barker,
1209 Mora avenue, East Las Vegas.

FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
private board. Mrs. Chambers, 710
Grand avenue;

OE

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or 'Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air; nothing but Pure Ice,
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
..25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Quit-Clai-

n

FOR RENT Three rooms furnished
or unfurnished, located on West
side. Call Main 292.
FURNISHED cottage
Eighth.

pub-lishe- d

Phon

Me,

in 227

1200 Lincoln. Ave

.

417

RETAIL PRICES

FOR RENT Two desirable rooms on
ground floor, with or without board.
725 Sixth' street.
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Phone
Purple 5301.
FURNISHED ROOMS for light house
keeping. 921 Lincoln.

2,000 , lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
Each Delivery
50 lbs, to 200
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

r

!.,

!

20c
25c
30c
40c
.50c

per
per
per
per
per

100

lbs-

100 Ibi.
100 lbs
KJO

lbs.

100

lb.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters,

Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Parity,
of Which Have Made Las Vegan ramous.

lasting Qualities

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

KZisceliancmi

'

-

for rent.

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

,

ANT Ads
Are Best

rich Many wealthy mem
bers; tired living alone; seeking
early marriage; descriptions free.
San FrancisMission Unity

MARRY

(B-11-

Market Finders

co, Cal.
of

Tne healing demulcent qualities
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
not duplicated in any other medicine
for coughs and colds. Any substitute
offered you is an inferior article. Re
fuse t oaccept It for It can not produce
the healing and soothing effect of Fo
ley's Honey and Tar Compound. In
sist upon the genuine, which contains
no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

niilCHESTER S PILLS
F-

It-iJ,-

'1 I
1
Sm

'l'lllin
i ite

H

d

Mlnmond jUrmil,
nd (.old metallic

otnop. jsitjr or Tour
' IMA ,MN ISKAMt PILL
h 2
yttih known m Best, Safsat, Always Reliabi
D 8Y DRUGGISTS EVERVKSTBS
n

ClMsifled ad. aemrch out the people to whom emon el m
those who MIGHT BT the particular thlM i worth most
That property ron 'want to tell Is WORTH HOST ve toaeeM
and woald aever near
your property unless It were advertised sere.
who reads the ada. In this aewspaper

others- - who read and an rej ads. in this mewssper wast (ta
to pay cash lor) books, aatomohlles, ssed maefclae7
and furniture, articles of Ksetulneis ef aay sort, and muleal t
'
trumenta.

are anxious

As the classified ads. are read ) au BosslMe bmyejs, cf all fs
slble sorts ef thiass, they iave eome to be Cndera of the best

1
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THE MAIDS OF
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By

W

Robert W.Chambers

Author of Cardigan The
Maids-at-Arm-

Illustrations

CHAPTER I Scarlett, an American
noldler of fortune in the employ of tlo
French Imperial Police ax the outbreak
lof the
war, la ordered to
arrest John Buckhuist, a leader of the
of having
who
is
(Communists,
Btolen the French crown Jewels. While
i
Buckliui;-:Scarlett is
jsearching for
to arrest Countess de Vassait and
her group of socialists and escort them
to the Belgian border.
CHAPTER II Scarlett finds Sylvia
Elven of the Odeon disguised as a peasant and carries her to La Trappe, where
the countess and her friends are assemFranco-Pruaait-

in

Conspirators
etc.

Copyndht l?af by Pobt WChamberj

i.IrwiN MyerS'

SYNOPSIS.
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voices" ehduTedT ""Houura! Hourra!
Preussen!"
"Mille tonnerre!" roared Delmont;
"the Prussians are here!"
"Look out! Stand back there! Get
the women back!" I cried, as an
Uhlan wheeled his horse straight
through a bed of geraniums and fired

Senses under the surgeon's probe. Bui
at the touch of her fingers on thf
door outside, I knew that it could be
nobody but my Countess.
She entered noiselessly, bearing s
bowl of broth and some bread; but
when she Baw mc sitting there with
eyes and nose all red and swollen froir
sniveling she set the bowl on a table
and hurried to my side.
"What Is It? Is the pain so dread
ful?" she whispered.
"No oh no. I'm only a fool, anc
quite hungry, madame."
She brought the broth and bread
and a glass of the most exquisite wine
I ever UMed a wine that Beemed tc
brighten the whole room with Its
liquid sunshine.
"Do you know where you are?" she
asked, gravely.
Morsbronn."
"Oh yes--l"And In whose bouse, monsieur?"
"I don't know " I glanced instlnc
tlvely at the tarnished coronet on the
canopy above the bed. "Do you know
Madame la Comtesse?"
"I ought to," she said, faintlj
amused. "I was born In this room
It was to this house that I desired tc
come before my exile."
After a silence I said, "I wish
could look out of the window."
She went to the window and folded
up the varnished blinds.
"How dreadful the cannonade it
"Wait! don'l
growing,"' she Baid.
think of moving! I will push yot
close to the window, where you car
see."
Lying there, watching the slow
shadows crawling out over the side
walk, I had been for some minutei
thinking of my friend Mr. Buckhurst
when I heard the young Countess stir
ring in the room behind me.
"You are not going to be a cripple?'
she said, as I turned my head.
"Oh no. indeed!" said I.
"Nor die?" she added, seriously.
"How could a man die with an ange
straight from heaven to guard him!
Pardon, I am only grateful, not imper
tinent." I looked at her humbly, anc
she looked at me without the slightest
expression.
"Are you English, Monsier Scar
lett?" she asked quietly.
"American, madame."
"And yet you take service under on
umperor."
"I have taken harder service thai

break I came out of a dream tn
which I was swimming through oceans
of water, drinking as I swam. The car
riage had stopped.
"Are. you suffering?" came a low
voice, close to my ear. ,
"Madame, could I have a little wa
ter?" I muttered.
Very gently she laid me back.. I
was entirely without power to move
below my waist, or to support my
body.

She filled my cap with river water
and held it while I drank. After I
had my fill she bathed my face, pass
ins her wet hands through my hair
and over my eyes. The carriage
moved on and I fainted.
CHAPTER

--

V.

The Immortals.

When I became conscious again 1
his horse-pisto- l
at me.
was lying on a table. Two men were
Delmont dragged the young Count- leaning over me; a. third came up
ess to the shelter of an elm; Sylvia
holding a basin. There was an odoi
Elven and Tavernier followed; Buck- of carbolic in the air.
hurst ran to the carriage and leaped
The man with the basin made e
in.
bled.
horrid grimace when he caught my
"No resistance!" bellowed Delmont,
eye; his face was ja. curious golder
CHAPTER III All are arrested. The
countess saves Scarlett from a fatal fall as Bazard snatched up the pistol I yellow, his eyes jet black, and at firs
from the roof of tiie house. He denounces had taken from Buckhurst. But the I
took him for a fever phantom.
Buckhurst as the leader of the Reds and
invalid had already fired at a horseIthe countess conducts him to where BuckThen my bewildered eyes fastenpf'
hurst Is secreted.
man, and had gone down under the on his scarlet fez, pulled down ovei
a
merciless hoofs with lance through his left ear, the
Zouavi
his face.
with its bright-yellojacket,
(Continued From Saturday)
My first impulse was to shoot Buckthe canvas breeches, legglnp
hurst, and I started for him. I ran laced close over the thin shins ;nir
and
fired
past Hazard's trampled body
ankles of an Arab. And I knew hin.,
CHAPTER IV.
at an Uhlan who had seized the for a soldier of African riflemen, o.b
hoi-sewhich were attached to the of those brave children of the desert
Prisoners.
where Buckhurst sat.
carriage
whom we called "Turcos," and whost--fait"This la Monsieur Scarlett, of the
Again I ran around the wagon,
in the greatness of France h;id
jlmperlal Military Police," eald the through a clump of syringa bushes, never faltered since the first blue batIn
a
with
clear
voice,
Countess,
ending
and up the etone steps to the terrace,
the
!that slightly rising inflection which and after me galloped one of those In- talion of Africa was formed under
of
First
the
Empire.
eagles
idemands an answer.
comparable cossack riders an Uhlan,
"Hallo, Mustapha!" I said, faintly;
"Rlr. Buckhurst," I said, "I am an lance in rest, setting his wiry little
"what are they doing to me now?"
of
I
and
Police,
Military
'Inspector
horse to the stone steps with a loud
The Turco's golden-bronzvisage re
cannot begin to tell you what a pleas-lur- "Hourra!"
me.
he
saluted
.
laxed;
this meeting is to me."
It was too steep a grade for the
"Macache eabir," he said; "they
I stepped forward and placed him
gallant horse. I flung my pistol in picked a bullet from your spine, my
him
under
arrest,
touching
.formally
the animal's face and the poor bnute
'Slightly on the shoulder. He did not reared straight up and fell backward, inspector."
An officer In the uniform of a staff
move a muscle, yet, beneath the thin
over and over with his unfor- surgeon came around the table where
rolling
cloth of his coat I could divine a tunate rider, and falling with a trewas lying.
frame of iron. "You have not asked mendous splash into the pool below
"A millimeter farther and that bul-;- .:
me why I arrest you," I suggested,
"In God's name stop that!" roared
would have cracked your spine.
that and keep off your
"and, monsieur, I must ask you to Delmont from below. "Give up, Scar- . '
us
no
mean
lett!
harm!"
They
!. .1
Ouf! The cannon are tuning
step back from that table quick!
Come down, hussar!" called an of
.don't move! not one finger!"
up!" as a terrible discharge shattered
For a second he looked into the ficer. "We respect your uniform."
i!:e class in the window panes beside
"Will you parley?" I asked, listen in''.
jbisrel of my pistol with concentrated
ing intently for the gallop of my
jeompoBure, then glanced at the
"Where am I, doctor?" I asked.
which he had jerked open. A promised gendarmes. If I could only
"Parbleu, in Morsbronn! Can't you
sky-blu-

e

'

e

e

,

that"

"Of necessity?'
madame."
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She was

The
Prussians are playing their Wagner
music for us. Here, swallow this. How
:io you feel now?"
"Sleepy. Did you say a day or two,

tvar the orchestra,

.

iloctor?"
"I said

a week or two perhaps

I'll look In this evening If
longer.
I'm not up to my chin In amputations.
Take these every hour if in pain. Go
'
to sleep", my son."
As I lay there on my long, cushioned
chair, burning with that insatiable
thirst which, to thoroughly appreciate,
one must be wounded, the door opened
and a Turco soldier came Into the
room and advanced toward me on tip-- ;
toe.
I beckoned
him, and the tall,
bronzed fellow came up, smiling, showing his snowy, pointed teeth under a
crisp beard.
"Water, Mustapha," I motioned with
g
stiffened lips, and the good fellow
and set it
his blue water-bottlto my burning mouth.
"Merci. mon brave!" I said. "May
you dwell in Paradise with AH, the
fourth Caliph, the Lion of God!"
The Turco stared, muttered the Tfck-bl- r
in a low voice, bent and kissed
my hands.
'
"Were you once an officer of our
in the
African battalions?"
Arab tongue.
,

of spahi cavalry," I
"And you are a Kabyle
mountaineer from Constantine, I see."
"It is true as I recite the fatha,"
cried the great fellow, beaming on me.
The- music
of his
tonguo refreshed me; old scenes and
memories of the camp at Oran, the
cavalry with the
scarlet cloaks, rushed on me think and
fast; incidents, trivial matters of the
faces of comrades dead, came
to me in flashes. My eyes grew moist,
my throat swelled, I whimpered:
Give me a drink, La God's name!"
Arain he held up the blue water- hnt.i.ifi.
After a moment I said: "Is it
a battle or a bousculade? But I need
not ask; the cannon tell me enough.
Are they storming the heights, Mus
tapha?"
"Macache comprendir," said the sol
dier, dropping into patois. "There is
much noise, but we Turcos are here in
Morsbronn, and we have seen' nothing
but sparrows."
"Are you detailed to look after me?"
He eaid he was, and I informed him
that I needed nobody; that it was
much more important for everybody
that he should ojoin.hls battalion In
the street below, where even now 1
cou.'d hear the Algerian bugles blowing a silvery sonnerie "Garde a
vctis!"
a maraf I am Salah
bout of the Third Turcos," he said,
proudly. "Have I my inspector's per
ission to go?"
the mara"Go, Salah
lout," said I, laughing.
The soldier stiffened to attention;
Wb bronzed hand flew to his .scarlet
fez, and, "Salute! O my Inspector!"
he cried, sonorously, and was gone at
r

said, smiling.

n

n

ba-aa-

(

Ben-Ahme-

-

bound.
I had been lying there motionless
for an hour, my head on my hand,
sniveling, when there came a knock
at the door, and I hastily buttoned my

Hi

shirt to the throat, threw
a tunlo over my shoulders, and cried.
"Come in!"
A trick of memory and perhaps ol
physical weakness had driven from
my mind all recollection of the Count
ess de VassartjdreJhad come to my
blood-staine-

d

silent

"Would it amuse you to hear what
I have been?" I said, smiling.
"That Is not the word," she said
quietly. "To hear of hardship heljn
one to understand the world."
Suddenly a shell fell Into the court
yard opposite, bursting immediately
la a cloud of gravel which rained
against our turret like hail.
Stunned for an instant, the Countess
stood there motionless, her face turned
towards the window. I struggled to
sit upright.
"Where is the safest place for us
to stay?" she askod. Her voice was
perfectly steady.
"In the cellar. I beg you to go at
once."
Bang! A shell blow up in a shower
of slates and knocked a chimney Into
a heap of bricks.
"Do you insist on staying by that
"
she asked, without a quiver
In her voice.
"Yes, I do," said L "Will you go
to the cellar?"
"No," she said, shortly.
I saw her walk toward the rear ol
the room, hesitate, sink down by the
edge of the bed and lay her face in
the pillow.
Shells rained fast on Morsbronn;
nearer and nearer bellowed the guns;
the plaster ceiling above my head
cracked and fell in thin flakes, filling
the room with an acrid, smarting
dust. Down the street a dull sound
grew into a steady roar; the Turcos
dropped pick and chovsl r.:id c!cC
loop-hole?-

e

"Sous-offlcle-
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thei" rifles.

"Garde! Garde a vous!" rang their
startled bugles; the tumult increased
to a swelling uproar, shouting, cheering, the crash of shutters und of glass
and
"The Prussians!" bellowed the cur
tain. "Turcos charge!"
His voice was list; a yelling mas;-oroldiery burst into view; 'spiket
helmets
and
glitt'.rW
bayonets
through the tmoke, the Turcos wore
whirled about like brilliant butterflies
in a tornado; the fusillade swelled tc
a stupefying din, exploding in on;
terrible crash; and, wrapped in light
n'ing. the Prussian onset passed.
From the stairs below came th;
sound of a voiceless struggle, th(
trample and panting and clicking ol
steel, till of a sudden a voice bursi
out fnto a dreadful screaming. A shot
followed
silence another shot ther
the stairs outside shook under the
rush of mounting men.
As the door burst open I felt
touch on my arm; the Countoss dc
Vassart stood erect and pale, one slen
der, protecting hand resting lightly or
my shoulder; a lieutenant of Prussiar
infantry confronted us.
"i do not have you thrown into the
.street," he said to me, lu excellen
French, "because there has been nr
firing from the windows in this vil
other measures. Be
jC. Otherwise
i c
ease, madame, I shall not ham
your invalid."
Under'the window strident Prussiar,
bugles were blowing a harsh sum
mons; the young officer stepped to the
loop-holand looked out, then hastilj
removed his helmet and thrust his
blond head through the emoky aper
ture. "March those prisoners In be
low!" he shouted down.
A moment later came a trample ol
Ifeet on the landing outside, the dooi
was flung open, and three prisoners
iwere brutally pushed Into the room
j
I tried to turn and look at them;
ithey stood In the dusk near the bed
ltejtl2aIi.2!X. Salj.3. .cat, that q&
e

of Europe since Waany battle-fielterloo.
Now among the thicket of
long lines of hjack arose; there was a
flash, a belt of smoke, another flesh-th- en
the metallic rattle of bullets or,
steel breast-plateEntire ranks ol
cuirassiers went down in the smoke ol
the Prussian rifles, the sinister clash
and crash of falling armor fillei the
air. And, above the infernal fraca.
'rose the heavy cheering of the
.doomed riders.
Into the deep, narrow street wheeled
the horsemen, choking road and side
'walk with their galloping squadrons
,a solid cataract oi impetuouB horses
a flashing torrent of armored men
'and then! Crash! the flrgt squadroii
dashed headlong against the barrl
cade of wagons ttnd went down.
Into them tore the squadron behind
unable to stop their maddened horses
and into these thundered squadror
after squadron, unconscious of the
dead wall ahead.
Posted behind the upper and lowei
windows of the houses, the Prussians
shot into them, so close that the
flames from the rffles set the Jacket
of the cuirassiers on fire. Then a ter
rible butchery of men and horses be
gan; the fusillade became so violent
and the scene so sickening that s
Prussian lieutenant went crazy In the
house opposite, and flung hlmsel!
from the window into the mass ol
writhing horsemen.
In front of the barricade a huge
fellow reined in his horse and turned,
hand raised, red epau
lets tossing.
"Halt! Halt!" he shouted. "Stop
the lancers!" And a trumpeter, disengaging himself from the frantic
chaos, set his long, silver trumpet
to his Hps and blew the "Halt!"
Then into this awful struggle gal
loped the two squadrons of the lancers. For a moment the street swam
under their fluttering
s,
then a volley swept
them another another
and down
.they went.
The street was stiil crowded with
entrapped cuirassiers, huddled in
groups or riding up and down the
walls mechanically seeking shelter. A
few of these, dismounted, were wear
ily attempting to drag a heavy cart
away from the barricade; the Prussians shot them, one at a time, but
others came to help, and a few
aided them, and at length they
n
aside,
managed to drag a
giving a narrow passage to the open
country beyond. Instantly the Pros-jsiainfantry swarmed out of the
houses and into the street shouting,
"Prisoners!" pushing, striking, and
.dragging the exhausted cnirassietrt
:from their saddles. But contact witb
tne enemy, hand to hand, seemed to
revive the fury of the armored riders,
The debris of the regiments closed
up, long, straight sabers ' glittered,
trembling horses plunged forward
broke into a stiff gallop, and passed
through the Infantry, through the rent
in the barricade, and staggered away
across the fields, buried in the smoke
of a thousand rifles.
So rode the "Cuirassiers of Morsbronn," the flower of an empire's chivalry, the elect of France. So rode
the gentlemen of the Sixth Lancers
to shiver their slender spears against
stone walls for the honor of France.
.

was a Turco,'

ETa

jacketTn rags, hli

canvas breeches covered with mud.
Again the lieutenant came to the
loop-holand glanced out, then shoot
his head, motioning the soldiers back
"It is too high and the arc of fire
too limited," he said, shortly. "Detai
four men to hold the Etalrs, ten rner
and a sergeant in the room below, anc
you'd better take your prisoners dowt
there. Bayonet that Turco tiger l!
he shows his teeth 8 gain. March!"
As the prisoners filed out I turnee
once more and thought I recognlzet
Salah Ben Ahmed in the disheveled
Turco, but could not be certain, se
disfigured and tattered the soldier ap
peared.
Under the windows the flat, hlgb
pitched drums began to rattle; dee;
voices shouted; the whole street ur.
dulated with masses of
e

gray-and-bla-

1

j

revolver lay shining among the litter gain time and save Buckhurst.
Foulez-foufous rendre? Oul ou
0f glass tubes and papers in the
non?" shouted the officer, in his terdrawer.
The Countess, too, saw the revolver rible French.
non!" I cried, and
Eh bien,
and turned an astonished face to my
ran for the chateau. As I gained the
(prisoner.
"Who brought you here?" asked doorway they shot at me, but I only
fled the faster, springing up the stair
Buckhurst quietly of me.
. "I did," said the Countess, her voice way. Here I stood, saber in hand,
almost breaking.
ready to stop the first man.
Slowly Buckhurst turned his eyes
Up the stairs rushed three Uhlans,
on the Countess; the faintest glimmer sabers shining in the dim light from
of white teeth showed for an instant the window behind me; I laid my
between the gray lines that were his forefinger flat on the blade of my
saber and shortened my arm for a
lips.
"So you brought this man here?" he thrust then there came a blinding
said. "Oh, I am glad to know it."
flash, a roar, and I was down, trying
"Stop! Stand back from that table!" to rise, until a clinched fist struck
I cried.
me in the face and I fell flat on my
"I beg your pardon," he said, coolly. back.
"Madame," said I, without taking
They got me out to the terrace, and
my eyes from him, "in a community carried me to the lawn. One of the
dedicated to, peace, a revolver is an men brought a cup of water from the
anachronism. So I think if you move pool.
so
I will shoot you, Mr, Buckhurst!
"Herr Rittmelster." I said, faintly, "I
I think I had better take it,
had a prisoner here; he should be in
and all "
the carriage. Is he?"
"Stop!" said Buckhurst.
The officer walked briskly over to
"Oh no, I can't stop now," ,said I the carriage. "Nobody here but two
cheerfully, "and if you attempt to
women and a scared peasant!" he
that lamp you will make a sad called out.
door.!
mistake. Now walk to the
Two soldiers lifted me again and
Turn your back! Go slowly! halt!" bore me away in the darkness. I w&s
r
under one
With the
perfectly conscious.
arm and my pistol-hanswinging, I
And all the while I was listening for
hall.
followed Buckhurst out into the
the gallop of my gendarmes, not that
beUnder the trees on the lawn,
I cared very much, now that Buckside the driveway, I saw Dr. Delmont hurst wa.3 gone.
standing, big, bushy head bent
Suddenly the chapel bolj of La
thoughtfully, hands clasped behind Trappe rang out a startling peiil; the
his back.
Near him, Tavernier and Bazard
were lifting a few boxes into a farm- wagon. But there were yet no signs
"A
of the escort of gendarmes which had
It , . ,X
' r
been promised me.
As Buckhurst appeared, walking all
alone ahead of me, Dr. Delmont looked
'A
up with a bitter laugh.
"Messieurs," I said, cocking and
uncocking my pistol, "it is not because
this man la a dangerous political crim
inal, that the government has sent
or kill
me here to arrest him
him. It is because he is a common
a thief
a thief,
thief.
V
S
who steals crucifixes. . , . like this
"
one
I brushed aside a pile of paperB fh
the drawer and drew out a big gold
crucifix, marvelously chiseled from a
"A
lump of the solid metal.
thief," I continued, "who strips the
as She Filled
diamonds from crucifixes,
My Cap With River Waer.
!this has been stripped, . . . and
in
Jew
a
to
who sells a sinele stone
Prussian captain shoute.d: "Stop that
bell!
Shoot every civilian in the
Strasbourg, named Fishel Cohen, .
now in prison to confront our friend house!" But the Uhlana, who rushed
Buckhurst."
up the terrace, found the great door."
bolted
and the lower windows
In the dead silence I heard Dr.
heavy breathing. Tavernier screened with steel shutters.
On the battlements of the sou'h
gave a dry sob and covered his face
with his hands. The young Countess wing a red radiance grew brighter;
stood motionless, frightfully white, somebody had thrown wood into the
Staring at Buckhurst, who had folded irou basket of the ancient' beacon,
his arms.
and set fire to it.
"That teaches me a lesson!" bawled
Buckhurst looked at me, long
enough to see that the end of his rope the enraged Rlttmeister, shaking, hi?
had come. Then he slowly turned his fist up at the brightening uiann signal.
An Uhlan laid a heavy hand on the
deadly eyes on the girl before him.
Scarlet to the roots of her hair, she shoulder of the listening Counters;
stood there, utterly stunned. Then she tried to draw back, but he pue'iei
the sudden double beat of horses' her brutally into the carriage, and she
hoofs broke out along the avenue be- stumbled and fell into the cushions
low, and, through the red sunset I beside ne.
aw a dozen horsemen come scamperFe.ver had already begun to turn my
ing up the drive toward us. At the head; the jolting of the carriiga
same moment I stepped out into the brought me to my senses at times.. If
driveway to signal the riders, raising I could only have fainted, but I could
my hand.
not, and the agony grew so intense
Instantly a pistol flashed then an- that I bit my lip through to choke the
other and another,, and a dozen harsh scream that strained my throat.
Once it was, I thinkvery near iay-
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"Look

There!" She Cried

In

Terror

uniforms, moving forward through the
Bmoke. A superb regimental band be
gan to play; the troops broke out int
heavy cheering.
"Vorwarts! Vorwarts!" came the
steady commands.
"The Invasion has begun," I said.
Her face was expressionless, save
for the brightness of her eyes.
Suddenly a company of pioneers ar
rived on the double-quichalted, fel!
out, and began to break down the
locked doors of the houses on eithei
side of the street. At the same tim
Prussian infantry came hurrying past
dragging behind them dozens of vehl
gardeners
cles, long
carts, heavy wheelbarrows, even i
dingy private carriage, with tarnished
lamps, rocking crazily on rusty springs
The soldiers wheeled these wagoni
Into a double line, forming a complete
chain across the street, where the Tur
cos nan commenced to org tnerr oitcn
and breastworks. a barricade high
enough to check a charge, and cunningly arranged, too, for the wooden
abatis could not be seen from the
eastern end of the street, where a
charge of French infantry or cavalry
must enter Morsbronn if it entered

at

'

all.

"Something is going to happen," 1
said, as a group of smartly uniformed
officers appeared on the roof of the
opposite house and hastily scrambled
to the ridgepole.
A colonel of infantry, splendidly
mounted, drew bridle under our loophole and looked up at the officers on
the roof acros3 the way.
"Attention, you up there!" he shout
ed. "Is it infantry?"
"No!" bawled an officer, hollowed
hand to his cheek. "It's their brigade
of heavy cavalry coming like an earth
quake!"
"The cuirassiers!," I cried, electrified. "It's Michel's cuirassiers,
And oh, the barricade!" 1
groaned, twisting my fingers in helpless rage. "They'll be caught in a
trap; they'll die like flies in thai

hop-vin-

white-glove-

d

lance-pennon-

Ian-Jeer- s

hay-wago-

I

(To be Continued Tomorrow
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How to Cure Cholera Morbus
Many cases of this disease - result
fatally before medicine can be ob

tained or a physician summoned. It
is easily cured when the proper rem
edy is at hand. Mrs. Charles Stewart
of Mt. Collins, N. Y., says: "When my
husband had cholera morbus last sum
mer, he used Chamberlain's Colic,
street"
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and
She sprang to her feet, stood a It cured him promptly." Every fammoment, then stepped swiftly forward ily should
keep this remedy at hand.
into the angle of the tower.
costs
a quarter. For salo by
It
only
"Look there!" she cried, In terror.
Adv.
"Push my chair quick!" I eaid. all dealers.
She dragged it forward.
An old house across the street
which had been on fire, had collapsed
into a mere mound of slate, charred
beams, and plaster. Through the
brown beat which quivered above the
ruins I could see out into the country
And what I saw was a line of hills,
crowned with smoke, a rolling stretch
of meadow below, set here and there
with shot-tortrees and
and over this uneven ground two regiments of French cuirassiers and twe
squadrons of lancers moving slowly
forward as though on parade.
Wfmi
MM
The cuirassiers moved on slowly
the sun a blinding sheet of Are or,
their sxmor; now and then a horse
tossed his beautiful head, now and
then a steel helmet turned, flashing
I groaned aloud:
"Madame, there rides the finest cav
airy In the world! to annihilation.'
How could I know that they were
October-10- ,
1913
coming deliberately to sacrifice them
Belves? that they rode with deatt
heavy on their souls, knowing we!
Very Low Fare
there was no hope, understanding thai
to nearly all points in California,
they were to die to save the frag
ments of a beaten army?
the Northwest, and many places
"They are doomed, like their fa
intermediate.
thers," I muttered "sons of the cui
Liberal stopover privileges.
rassiers of Waterl6o. Look, madame!
Look on the men of France! You saj
Accepted in Pullman Tourist
you do not understand the narrow love
Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
of country! Lok!"
carried on Sante Fe Fast Trains.
"It is too pitiful, too horrible," sh
"How
the
fall
horses
Three trains daily from Kansas
said, hoarsely.
in the meadow!"
City to California.
"They will fall thicker than thai
Personally conducted excursions.
In this street!"
"See!" she cried; "they have beguu
to gallop! They are coming! Oh, 1
For literature, fare and service
cannot look! I cannot!"
from here, apply to
Far away, a thin cry sounded above
the cannon din; the doomed cuiras
D. L. BVrCHELOa, Agent
slera were cheering. It was the flrsl
charge they had ewer made; nobodj
Uai ci-c-i eeca citaki olilislr. aiauox
mad-dame-

Colonist

Tickets to

n

California

hop-pole-

Sale Daily,
September 25 to
On

Grief-stricke-

'

LIFE

TOO

STROPS FOR PCZT

e

Able

Frenchman Found
Young
Death His Only Reward for
Ignoring Realities.

in

The death of Louis Deubel, a young
poet of the Latin Quarter, who, among
those whose verdict counts numbered
many sincere admirers, recalls thaj
Deubel'a
tragedy of John Davidson.
dead body was found a few days age
In the Marne and taken to the morgue.'
In the clothes of the suicide were hia
Livret Militaire and six sous., That:
was all.

This Is a tragedy of poverty and a
poet'B pride. It was known that for
some time things had not been gong
well with Deubel. But of late he had
dropped out of sight. He was nevet
seen at his customary cafe, and his
old rooms were vacant, nor had he
left any address. It was as if he had
feared to be reasoned out of a fatal
res,olve. Yet he had friends who had
all the will, had the power been there
to come to his rescue. One of these,,
the poet Ferdinand Gregh, who wag

the first to hail Deubel's talent in the
Figaro writes his requiem. He tell
how Deubel left his post of tutor at
Belfort and came in his early, eager,
twenties, to tempt his poetic fortunes8
In Paris.
"Like all young poets," writes
Gregh, "he thought only of verses, of
questions of meter, of schools of literature. That for him was the sole
reality of life. The rest politics
finance, commerce were but shadowy
accidents." But "II fallalt vlvre," sr
the poet, his Pegasus In harness, be
hack.
came, in fact, a publisher's
From time to time he published a
slender volume, which critics praise
and the public ignored. And then "he
dropped out of s.ight," and nothing
more was known of him till his dead
body, "with six sous in the pockets and
a Livret Militaire," was found in the
Marne. "The hard facts of life whlclt
the poet had dismissed as shadowy
had avenged themselves." Paris LeU
ter to London Telegraph.
HOW

DOES

NATURE

DO

IT1

Ever Interesting Question Is the
Maintenance of the Ratio Between the Sexes.
The laws that govern the ratio ot
sexes are obscure, and there are at
ready a bewildering number of theorle
usually based upon carefully selectee
facts. But it does seem that nature
makes some sort of kindly effort tc
match the supply with the demand
It has been shown that there is a
preponderance of male birth after s
war, and that male births predominate
in warlike nations. Thus we find thai
Servia has 100 men for every SO worn
en, and we may expect a still furthei
increase of boy babies to compensate
for the heavy losses of the present
struggle. Servia is said to have lost
at least 15,000 men against the Turk
and now her very Christian allies hav
probably disposed of a good manj
thousand more. But if nature doie
really try to keep the balance true ir
the varying proportions of male- anc
female births, it would be interesting
to know how she does it. Have th
hopes and desires of the mothers anything to do with it? The Argonaut.
Denmark Eggs Heaviest.
The French chamber of commerce
in London has recently made an ex.
animation of the egg market and
that the largest eggs so!
there come from Denmark. The IXa;
ish eggs are the most popular as weU
as the heaviest. The great majoritj
of them weigh more than two and one.
half ounces. The average American
egg has been found to weigh two and
ounces. The lightest
Danish eggs weigh as much a3 th
Thi3 Invest!
heaviest French
gation classified the eggs as to count
try only. Some years ago observa,
tions were taken as to breeds of hens.
Records were made of the weight o
eggs that several hens of well known
breeds laid during a period of sis
months. It was found that the larg
est eggs were produced by light Bra!
mas, the average weight being twe
ounces.
Pullets' eggt
and
did not exceed two ounces in weight

es.

one-thir- d

Trousers and Skirt, Too.
Something decidedly n.ew in femfc
nine apparel has been donned by Mr
K. Faracias, employed in the shipping
department of a wholesale grocery iu
Stockton, Cal., in the form of a com?
binatlon trouser and skirt suit
"I have worked for the company fo
many years," says Mrs. Faracias. 'in
that time I have become convinced
that the business woman should adopt
a mode of dress, as severely plain at
that of man. I have worked along
side men for so long that I do no
think I am far off the track in this
idea of mine."
During working hotws Mrs. Faracias wears the trousers and a soft
shirt. When she is on the street a
skirt is worn but
straight
toned onto the waistband of the trout
ers and fastened by tailored straps a
the Bide, allowing access, however, tc
all trouser pockets. New York World.
two-piec- e

Making Stone From Mud.
The latest triumph in buildiii" t
terial is the manufacture of "mi
oat of "mud" that has alino t tl
solidity and strength of copo u
p
Buildings constructed from th
terial really are adobe structun I
their durability is said to be h k
equal to that of brick and the m
stones.
This material comes from the
'
giuous echist of the mjiu
ia screened tliru'v'i R
lamped into tin ih lik ti
the making of mil n
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UN EED

A STOVE?

o'clock this evening.

Vheat Bra

$1.25 and Up

St. Paul's guild will meet tomorrow
afternoon at the home of Mrs. E. B.
Shaw on the Plaza. All members are
urged to be present.

IN PACKAGES

SPECIALLY PACKED FOR THE

,

ONION

Wood was arrested Saturday
Chief of Police Ben Coles
by
night
and this morning was sentenced to
serve ten days on the city streets by
Judge D. R. Murray. His offense was

SALT
la Sifting

STEM

Bottles

Tob

Intoxication.

STORE

.DAMPERS Ltc.
Stove Pipes from 15 cents o 5? cents Per
Joint

PIPE WITH

OF

EACH STOVE

15c for Stove Pipe or Elbow
4nr fnr Sfnvp Rnnrrfs
25c for Coal Buckets
10c for Stove Dampers, Any

C. P.

BISCUITS

GEMS

JOINT

A

QOI

Yesterday at the Hillside school
house on the mesa a special church
service was held at which G. II. Bar-tena missionary from China presided.
A collection for missionary
purposes was taken and amounted to
about f 25.

OR FOR

.OUWith

Closet &

n Money O' x New or
Second Hand Heater
BETTER GOODS FO LLSS MONEY

K

$30 RANGE

Warming

Y

J. C. JOBNSEN

i1

BUY All AUTO K

Bargains in 2nd.
Hand Stoves at
Big

President.

Jefferson Raynolds,

S. B. Davis,

Vice President.

Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

H.

As predicted by the Commercial
club the Blue Book automobile party
dUl not arrive in Las Vegas
Saturday.
It is possible that they will not arrive until Wednesday, as they are to

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Capital,

JlOO.OOO

Surplus, and Undivided Fkokits $35,000

mm

Time Deposits

0'

,(ii,f
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"Nothing doing around

"

"ft

1

I

here electric lights are
worse than pistols and
bull dogs.

"Let's quit while the
quitting is good' The annals of crime bear no record
of a wired house ever having been
Let us wire your
burglarized
tnouse
?.!
J
mazaa
cxaison
lor
Lamps.

1A

I

Las Vegas Light .&

X

ts.E.
.

Word has been received ' from Juan
Silva at Denver to the effect that he
is now employed by Swift and Company at that place. Mr. Silva's son
John, Is also employed with the com
pany. Ten other Las Vegas men are
employed at the Swift company's establishment. The are: Jose Sena,
Alfredo Sena, Hilario Lopez, Estanls- lao Silva, Luis S. Sena, Ramon San
chez, Timoteo Sena, Lorenzo Monto-yand Pablo Rivera.
a

The county fair will be featured this
a tight rope
year by a
walker and numerous other amusements that have been secured by the
committees In charge. These enter
tainments are part of a carnival com
pany that is now in Colorado. Mayor
Taupert refused to allow the whole
company to show here, but has given
permission for the tight rope walker's
performance and also several other
small shows. None of the gambling
devices will be allowed and there will
be no confetti thrown, as at the regular carnivals. The rope walker will
walk across Douglas avenue between
Sixth and Sexenth streets. The
will be located opposite
the armory.
merry-go-roun-

merry-go--

round

Power Company
Las Vedas,

New Mex.
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satisfy.

and, more customers whom you can
Durable in construction, ulinMe in operniien cheaper than'uorse power
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call at your home with
a fine selection of Hand
Will

AT THE HOME OF

THE' BEST
--

OF

EVERYTHING
Mtltimrm'-

S.

made Laces and Embroid

EATABLE
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Salmon, Halibut

HOUSEHOLD

Just What You Want for

Prices FLcasonable
&

IUTWABD

STOfLE

CO.

Look Them Over.
It Will Cost You Nothing

Phone Main 113
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Opposite the Y.M.C. A.

This morning at 11:31) o'clock at
Get way down deep into facts and
tell your neighbors that O'Byrne has the home of Rev. Father Adrain Rab- the best coal that ever hit this neck eyrolle Miss Alice Cannon and Albert
of the woods.
Consult him if you M. Dearth were united in marriage.
Mr. and Mrs. Dearth left this afterwish to save money on your fuel,
noon for Santa Fe and will visit other
Adv.
cities in the state, returning to Las
A marriage license was issued Sat- Vegas to reside. Both are well known
here. Mrs. Dearth has been a
t
urday afternoon to Albert Dearth
of
sevLas
the
for
Vegas
past
and' Miss Ellis
Alice
Cannon,
both of East Las Vegas. Manuel Ro- eral years, and latery has been emmero y Garcia and Miss Ponclana ployed by the Cutler Brothers Insurance company. Mr. Dearth has lived
Casias, both of the town of Las Vein this city practically his entire life
gas, were given a license to marry.
and Is employed here by the M. M.
Sundt planing mill The w edding was
Mayor Lorenzo Delgado of the West a surprise to the
young people's many
t ide had Bridge street and the Plaza
friends.
thoroughfares dragged this morning
with a split log drag. The result was
SUSPECT HAS DOUBLE
that the streets were put In the best
Los Angeles, Sept. 29. The double
condition.
All
the
possible
roughness
caused by the recent snow and rain of Robert; Askew, a mulatto who was
arrested Saturday night on suspicion
was removed.
in connection with the murder of Mrs.
Las Vegas had as a visitor in the Rebecca P. Gay, a Christian Science
was sought by the police
city Saturday evening and yesterday practitioner,
The officers said they were
tcday.'
morning a nobleman from Russia by
convinced Askew had not
the name of Alexandre Edelberg. Mr. practically
committed the murder despite his alis
on his way from New
Edelberg
confession.
They said they berork City to San Franckeo, whence leged him
lieved
insane and were holding
he will Bail for Seattle and then take him for
observation, while they prosa trip through British 'Columbia to
ecuted a search for his double.
Nova Scotia and later sail for his
Mrs. Curry, a patient of the murhome at St. Petersburg, Russia. Mr. dered
woman, gave the police a deEdelberg left yesterday afternoon for scription of a negro she had seen in
the Grand Canyon where he will be Mrs. Gay's office
Friday afternoon,
for several days. He Btated yesterday the day before the crime was discovafternoon that he was greatly pleased ered. The description in
general fitwith this country and that he had ted Askew, but when she saw the
taken a number of photographs in mulatto Mrs. Curry concluded he was
Las Vegas which he valued greatly. not the man, although she rioted a
Mr. Edelberg can speak little Eng- striking resemblance.
lish and has considerable trouble at
hotels in the United States. He 1s
RACES ARE POSTPONED
considered one of the wealthiest men
Columbus, O., Sept.' 2!). Rain this
in St. Petersburg.
morning caused a postponement of1
PACKARD M,KES GOOD
today's grand circuit races. The
for today will be run tomorrow
card
been
Many things have
promised
of Packard, the famous cartoonist and
humorist who comes to Las Vegas
Saturday night as the starter of the
Y. M. C. A. Lyceum course, but the
local lyceum managers say that when
Packard is through with his wonderful entertainment those who were
fortunate enough to be present will
say that all promises made regarding him will have been redeemed
TO EAT
three fold and then some.
Packard Is a purveyor of much
more than meer fun. His character
sketches, however, beautiful as they
Tokay Grapes
are, are plainly a second to the deep
Concord Grapes
chord of human emotion, which he
Muscat Grapes
strikes at times, with polished art.
California Peaches
"Packard Is all that he was adverColorado Peaches
tised to be," says the World-Heral- d
Cranberries
inof Omaha, "entertaining, funny,
Jersey Sweet Potastructive, and In every way satisfactoes
tory. While his delineation of American life In cartoon, impersonation,
Hubbard Squash
song and story is full of wit, humor
Carrots, Beets
and fun, there is a sober thought
Cabbage, Celery
'Have a
though it all that says:
Radishes, Turnips.
worthy aim in life'."
I
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CHARLtS ILFEID COMPANY, Agents

THE OLD RELIABLE
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-
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"HARVEY'S"
mountain ranch: 31st
Old manaupmen't; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leave
at Mii'mhovV nr Plaza hotel
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
$G5.00 MONTHLY

Gross.
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Dramatic Success

The Intcrnaiionai

Ask About
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R4DY, Ltd. Presents
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Breads

wanted as information reporter;
spare time. National Realty Infor- "i
mation Bureau. File 214. Drawer
1509, Los Angeles,
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Vegetables from the
Famous Mora Valley
Delicious Cakes and

Famous

V.

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars fr'orn

"

LINENS?

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

ilMF

X

HANDMADE
I

Cranberries and Sweet Potatoes

aiiE

!
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1

Turkeys, Ducks, Springs and Hens

''..,

eries, Everything in Ladies'
and Babies Wearing Apparel

THE ROSENTHAL

GOOD THINGS

Id. UEURUL

-

.i:
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Work was started this morning by
a local contractor on two crosswalks,
one on Sixth street at the intersection of Grand avenue and the other
on Railroad avenue at the intersection
of! Lincoln avenu.
These crosswalks will consist of concrete blocks
to take the place of the present wood
walks that span the car tracks. This
improvement will be made at all
crosswalks cut by the car line.

Oar Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

merest Paid on

attend the fiesta at Taos scheduled
to take place tomorrow. The prospects for a longer stay here are now
even more promising than before, as
the party will not be forced to return
to Taos.

Y

Quick delivery means satisfied customers

g

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
HallMt Kaynolds. CaBhier.

WAGOI1

i. iVf-K-

Insures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum expense.

-'

The road commission is comtem-platinthe hiring of a traction engine
to be used to pull a grader over the
various roads In the county that are
being repaired. Any one owning one
of these engines should confer with
the commission at once.

AND SON
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Base

Some

Save
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CO A L HODS

$4.85 and Up

Adv.

BRAN BREAD

STOVL BOAR!

COAL HEATERS

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery
to yon. At the Iybby, of course.

MAKING OF

STOVE SUPPLIES

WOOD HEATERS

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
Adv.
at the Opera Bar.

T
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ONE YEAR IN NEW

YCall

-

SIX f.IONTKS IN LCNECN

